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Preface
“Seize the moment of excited curiosity on any subject to solve your
doubts; for if you let it pass, the desire may never return, and you
may remain in ignorance.”
— William Wirt (1772–1834)
This dissertation is submitted to the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Doktor
Ingeniør.
The work contained herein has been performed at the Department of Computer
and Information Science, NTNU, Trondheim, under the supervision of Professor
Arne Halaas.
The dissertation is divided into two parts. The first part contains a brief introduction to the topics of the study, providing context for the reader. The second part
is the main contribution of the study: a collection of six research papers. The papers have been slightly modified from their original form, mainly for the purpose
of correcting orthographic and typographic errors. Their contents have not been
modified.
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Context

Chapter 1

Introduction
“Let us watch well our beginnings, and results will manage themselves.”
— Alexander Clark
“Computer: Let the science begin!”

— Dexter, Dexter’s Laboratory

This chapter gives a brief overview of some of the main concepts that form the
basis for the material in the rest of the thesis, that is, time series and data mining,
followed by a short survey of the current state of the art in the area of sequence
mining. After this, the aims of this study are outlined, the structure of the thesis
is summarized, and, finally, the abstracts of the papers are reproduced, for the
convenience of the reader. These, along with the full papers, can also be found in
the second part of the thesis.

1.1

An Introduction to Time Series

This thesis deals with sequence mining in general, but has a bias toward time
series. A time series (or, equivalently, a time sequence or temporal sequence) can be
defined as a set of observations xt , each one being recorded at a specific time
t. The observations may be categorical, but are often assumed to be real numbers. The time series is an abstraction with wide applicability, from geology to
medicine, from economics to psychology. It occurs whenever some measurement
or observation is repeated over a period of time.
One well-known example is stock prices; here, the set T of time stamps might
be the set of days in the year, and each value xt would represent the stock price
of a given company at time t. Another example is the electrocardiogram (ECG or

2
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EKG). An ECG is a recording of the electrical activity in the heart, and is used in
the investigation of heart disease. Figure 1.1 shows a segment of a typical ECG
series.
2000
1000
0
-1000
-2000
-3000
-4000
-5000
-6000
-7000
-8000

ECG

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

Figure 1.1: An ECG time series

This plot illustrates general behaviour that is common to many real-world time
series: It seems to consist of one relatively stable and slow-moving component
(which, in this example, happens to be highly periodic) and one less influential,
highly random component. It is often useful to model the time series as a sum of
these components, that is,
x0t = xt + εt ,
where x0t is the observed value at time t, xt is the “actual” or “ideal” value, and εt
is simply noise. Sequence models are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
As computerized support for gathering and storing time series data is becoming more and more advanced, the need for analysis techniques is growing. Such
techniques should be able to extract useful, and hopefully surprising, knowledge
from the raw data. This is the aim of data mining, and the broader field of knowledge discovery.

1.2

The Basic Principles of Data Mining

Data mining is the specific operation of extracting some form of structured knowledge from data. It is often viewed as a part of a larger process, called knowledge
discovery, which can incorporate such stages as data preprocessing and presentation of the results to the user (see Figure 1.2).
The goal of data mining is to discover useful and unknown (possibly even surprising) relationships in the data. If the relationships aren’t useful, the endeavour

1.2

The Basic Principles of Data Mining

3

Data Retrieval
?
Preprocessing
?
Data Mining
6
?
User Interaction
Figure 1.2: The structure of the knowledge discovery task
serves no real purpose, and if the relationships aren’t unknown, there is little
point in the exercise to begin with. In the following, our method will be placed
in the context of data mining methods in general. Various specific aspects of the
method (as well as other methods) will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapters.
Hand et al. [2001] describe a reductionist taxonomy of data mining methods. According to this taxonomy, a data mining method consists of the following key
components:
Problem. What is the purpose of the data mining? Two broad problems are description and prediction.
Potential solutions. The structures we are looking for. To broad categories are
models, that is, structures that describe all of the data, and patterns, structures
that describe only parts of the data.
Score function. A function that measures how useful or interesting a structure
(model or pattern) is.
Search method. The general method used for optimizing the score functions. In
some cases the optimization problem may be solved directly, but in most
cases some form of search is performed.
Data management method. If primary memory is available to hold all of the
data, or the mining method can be applied incrementally with few passes
through the data, data management may not be a problem. Otherwise, issues of storage and retrieval may be quite relevant.
It may be instructive to analyze the method presented in this thesis according
to this model. Our problem is to find temporal rules from time series. In other
words, the problem is mainly predictive, and we are seeking patterns, rather than
models. The score function may vary, according to the specifics of the application.
We may use a score function that describes the predictive power of a rule (see
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Papers II and III) or how interesting or surprising a rule is (see Paper IV). It is
even possible, through multiobjective optimization, to use several score functions
at once (see Paper VI). Note that whether the the focus is on predictive power or
interestingness, rule validation is key. For prediction, techniques such as using
an independent test set are appropriate; however, for interestingness, a human
expert must be employed for validation.
The two aspects of our method that probably most clearly differentiate it from
other, related methods are the search method and the data management method.
To search for solutions we use the form of heuristic search known as evolutionary computation. Although this method has been gaining popularity in the data
mining community in recent years, to our knowledge, it has not previously been
applied to sequence rule mining. One reason for this may be the lack of appropriate data management solutions. When using heuristic search to find useful
patterns in a data set, some form of retrieval mechanism must be in place, to locate the occurrences of potential patterns. Relational databases are well suited
for this task when looking for so-called association rules [Hipp et al. 2000], but no
data base system has been available that is equally suited to searching for sequential patterns or sequence rules.1 Our contribution lies in combining the heuristic
search for sequence rules with the proper data management techniques, to form
a full-fledged data mining method.
We use two data management techniques: Signature based similarity retrieval,
and pattern based retrieval, using both a specialized pattern matching chip and
existing software. Although the former kind of sequence retrieval has attracted
a great deal of research interest, we have not been able to find any research on
using it in in evolutionary rule mining. The pattern matching chip is a relatively
recent invention [Interagon AS 2000], and has, until now, not been used for data
mining purposes. It has, however, been used to evolve patterns for purposes such
as classification. See Chapter 3 for details on these retrieval methods.

1.3

The State of the Art

This section describes briefly some of the more central work that has been done
in the areas of sequence rule mining and evolutionary data mining. The ideas
touched upon here will be expanded on later: Chapter 4 discusses some of the
data mining techniques that are most relevant to this work, and Chapter 5 describes existing methods in evolutionary data mining.
Rule mining has mainly been tackled as a problem of combinatorial optimization,
and solved with purely algorithmic techniques. Hipp et al. [2000] give a readable
1 We consider the terms ‘temporal rule’ and ‘sequence rule’ to be equivalent for the purposes of this
study.
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overview of the basic principles underlying one of the common approaches. Simply put, the approach relies on constraining a rule property called support. The
support of the rule is roughly the relative number of occurrences of the rule (its
relative frequency), or, in other words, the estimated probability that the rule will
apply for any given data item. It is assumed that for a rule to be of any use, its
support must exceed a given minimum, which may often be supplied by the user.
Although support in itself does not by any means guarantee useful or interesting
rules, it does allow for a powerful pruning of the search space, as most possible
rules will not have sufficient support.
For some rule formats, the pruning may be performed directly. However, this
simple approach does not easily generalize to more complex rule formats. The
idea that makes it possible to generalize the counting method is the structure of
the rule space, that is, the set of possible rules. For many rule formats, such as
those presented by Agrawal and Srikant [1995] and Mannila et al. [1997], this
space is structured by a generalization relation. In other words, there is a partial order “is more general than” defined on the rule space. This order forms a
lattice structure, which makes it possible to prune large segments of the search
space without having to explicitly count all the rules. If a given rule has too low
support, all the rules that are more specific must necessarily also have too low
support. This method was first used to find association rules in relational data,
but its application to sequential data has since been refined. Adamo [2001] gives
a description of several algorithms.
The use of evolutionary algorithms in data mining is relatively recent, and described thoroughly by Freitas [2002]. The method is based on using rules (or sets
of rules) as individuals in an evolutionary algorithm, and describing desirable
qualities such as accuracy or interestingness by means of a fitness (or objective)
function. Existing work (see Freitas [2001] for a survey) focuses on a traditional
data mining context, especially tabular data.

1.4

Aims of the Study

It is clear that the traditional data mining approach has limitations when it comes
to rule complexity. These limitations can, in principles, be overcome with evolutionary data mining, provided that an information retrieval method exists that
can process the rules as queries. This study aims to examine the use of evolutionary data mining on sequence data. In much of our work we have used a piece of
specialized pattern matching hardware, the pattern matching chip (PMC), but we
also show how the methods may be used with software based retrieval methods.
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Figure 1.3: How the papers relate to each other

1.5

Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured as follows: The first part (Chapters 1 through 6) gives a
context for the main contribution of the thesis, that is, the papers in the second
part. Chapter 2 gives an overview of sequence learning, sequence prediction, and
the related issue of validation; Chapter 3 describes some basic mechanisms for
sequence retrieval; Chapter 4 outlines the process of data mining, specifically focusing on pattern and rule mining; Chapter 5 is a short introduction to the use
of heuristic search, and, in particular, evolutionary computation, in data mining; Chapter 6 summarizes the method developed and used in the second part;
and, finally, Chapter 7 gives some concluding remarks. The third part contains
appendices, with technical details that are slightly peripheral to the main text.
Appendices A and B have been taken from Papers I and IV, respectively.
Figure 1.3 shows how the papers relate to each other: Paper I gives a survey of
methods for similarity based sequence retrieval; Paper II describes how specialized hardware can be used in evolutionary data mining to perform basic prediction tasks; Paper III is based on Paper II, and investigates the effect of the discretization process on the prediction results; Paper IV presents a novel method
for evolving interesting rules using a method similar to that in Paper II, but using
a new fitness measure; Paper V is based on Paper I, and shows how it is possible
to evolve rules using existing techniques for time series indexing and regular expression matching; finally, Paper VI examines the applicability of multiobjective
evolution to rule mining. The following section collects the paper abstracts.

1.6

1.6

Paper Abstracts
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Paper Abstracts

Paper 1. Time sequences occur in many applications, ranging from science and
technology to business and entertainment. In many of these applications, searching through large, unstructured databases based on sample sequences is often
desirable. Such similarity-based retrieval has attracted a great deal of attention
in recent years. Although several different approaches have appeared, most are
based on the common premise of dimensionality reduction and spatial access
methods. This paper gives an overview of recent research and shows how the
methods fit into a general context of signature extraction.

Paper 2. Discovering association rules is a well-established problem in the field
of data mining, with many existing solutions. In later years, several methods
have been proposed for mining rules from sequential and temporal data. This
paper presents a novel technique based on genetic programming and specialized
pattern matching hardware. The advantages of this method are its flexibility and
adaptability, and its ability to produce intelligible rules of considerable complexity.

Paper 3. As raw data become available in ever-increasing amounts, there is a
need for automated methods that extract comprehensible knowledge from the
data. In our previous work we have applied evolutionary algorithms to the problem of mining predictive rules from time series. In this paper we investigate the
effect of discretization on the predictive power of the evolved rules. We compare
the effects of using simple model selection based on validation performance, majority vote ensembles, and naive Bayesian combination of classifiers.

Paper 4. Rule mining is the practice of discovering interesting and unexpected
rules from large data sets. Depending on the exact problem formulation, this
may be a very complicated problem. Existing methods typically make strong
simplifying assumptions about the form of the rules, and limit the measure of
rule quality to simple properties, such as confidence. Because confidence in itself
is not a good indicator of how interesting a rule is to the user, the mined rules
are typically sorted according to some secondary interestingness measure. In this
paper we present a rule mining method that is based on genetic programming.
Because we use specialized pattern matching hardware to evaluate each rule, our
method supports a very wide range of rule formats, and can use any reasonable
fitness measure. We develop a fitness measure that is well-suited for our method,
and give empirical results of applying the method to synthetic and real-world
data sets.
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Paper 5. Sequence rule mining is an important problem in the field of data mining. Many algorithms have been devised that are based on counting candidate
rules and excluding those with low support. Recently, the techniques of heuristic
search, and evolutionary algorithms in particular, have been applied to various
data mining problems, including sequence mining. In our previous work we
have used specialized hardware to make mining certain rule formats feasible. In
this paper we compare the performance of this hardware with realistic software
alternatives.
Paper 6. In recent years, the methods of evolutionary computation have proven
themselves useful in the area of data mining. For rule mining, several objective
functions have been used, relating to both accuracy and interestingness in general. However, when searching for rules or patterns in a data set, several conflicting objectives will often be present. As the ultimate goal of data mining is to
discover unexpected, useful knowledge, it may not be feasible to prioritize these
objectives a priori. Simply constructing an aggregate fitness function in these cases
could be seen as a more or less ad hoc solution. In this paper we propose an alternative: Using well-established multiobjective evolutionary algorithms to evolve
a Pareto optimal set of rules.

1.7

Other Publications

Other works authored or co-authored while working on this thesis include the papers listed in the bibliography as Tveit and Hetland [2003] and Tveit et al. [2003],
and the book listed as Hetland [2002].

Chapter 2

Sequences and Sequence
Learning
“Learning is not compulsory . . . neither is survival.”
— W. Edwards Deming (1900–1993)

“One pound of learning requires ten pounds of common sense to apply
it.”
— Persian Proverb

Sequences are ubiquitous, in nature as in science. Whether they are modelled as a
fully ordered sets of objects, or as partial maps from the set of integers (positions)
to a set of symbols (the alphabet), the basic interpretation is the same. The values
in a sequence are inherently ordered, and it is quite natural to interpret them as
being ordered in time. If each value is given a time stamp (that is, in a way the
indices have become real values rather than integers), the result is a temporal sequence. The values themselves may be taken from a discrete set of possible events,
giving rise to an event sequence, or they may be the (real) values of a variable at
the given point in time, leading to a time series.
In this study, we have in many cases worked with time series, although the nature
of our method has made it necessary to discretize these, with the result being an
event sequence emulating the behaviour of the time series. The method is, of
course, also applicable directly to event sequences.
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Sequence Models

The task of modeling a sequence can be compared to lossy compression. One
wants a relatively simple model that describes the behaviour of the sequence,
while accepting some loss of precision in the simplification process. Such models
have several uses, including gaining a better understanding of the system underlying the sequence. This section will give a brief description of two broad model
types: the iterative statistical type and the syntactic type.
An general iterative model has the form
xt = f ( x1 , . . . , xt−1 , εt ) ,

(2.1)

where εt is a (random) noise term. In other words, each value in the sequence is
stochastically dependent on the earlier values. If the value only depends on the
previous value, that is, xt , as well as the noise term, we have what is known as
a Markov model. If the observed value is actually a stochastic variable with its
distribution conditioned on xt , we have a so-called hidden Markov model (HMM).
Efficient methods exist for fitting HMMs to sequence data, and these methods
have been quite successful in many application areas.
For the general machine learning problem of classifying vectors, which can be
viewed as a special case of Equation 2.1, many methods exist that perform well,
for example, support vector machines [Rüping 2001]. Section 2.2 discusses this in
more detail.
Although the second type of model, the syntactic one, can in many cases be seen
as equivalent to the iterative statistical one, the perspective is different. Instead
of making each value a stochastic function of previous ones, a syntactic model
describes a set of legal sequences, a language. Algorithms can be constructed for
recognizing legal sequences, and syntactic models can thus be used for classification. A well-known class of grammars is regular expressions, which describe socalled regular languages. Regular expressions are built recursively from the basic
operations shown in Table 2.1: Atomic values, concatenation of expressions, alternative expressions, and closure, that is, indefinite repetition of an expression.
Such expressions can capture sequence patterns that can be described by a finite
automata, and are the basis for the rules we deal with in our work. Our rule format is much richer than the basic regular expression format, but the difference is
mainly one of efficiency and convenience, not of formal expressiveness.
Syntactic models can include uncertainty, in the form of stochastic grammars. Although such models have met with success we will chiefly be concerned with
deterministic syntactic models in the following, mainly because it is what we use
in the work presented in the second part. The reason for this is that the pattern matching hardware we use currently has no support for stochastic models
directly. Instead, uncertainty is incorporated into the syntactic model, as alterna-
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Table 2.1: Definition of regular expressions
Description

Examples

Atomic values
Concatenations
Alternatives
Closure

a, b, c
ab, cbc
a | b, ab | bc
ab∗ , a(b | c)∗ a

tives.

2.2

Principles of Sequence Learning

Before tackling the particular problems of sequence learning, we will devote a
few paragraphs to machine learning in general. The following broad definition
gives a clear picture of what machine learning is all about:
Definition 2.1 (Mitchell 1997). A computer program is said to learn from experience
E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at
tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E.
In other words, a machine learning method consists of a generic kind of computer
program that is able to improve its performance at some task when supplied with
example data.
A collection of machine learning techniques especially geared toward sequences
can be found in Sun and Giles [2000]. Sun [2000] outlines four main problems in
sequence learning:
Sequence prediction. Given a sequence history, predict what the next sequence
element will be.
Sequence generation. Given a sequence history, generate the next element in the
sequence.
Sequence recognition. Given a sequence, determine whether it is legitimate or
not.
Sequential decision making. Given a sequence, determine what action should
be taken.
Depending on their detailed formulations, these tasks may have significant overlaps. For example, prediction and generation are essentially the same task. In our
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work, the application is prediction, but in many cases we only wish to predict the
trend of a time series — whether it will go up or down. In other words, this is
essentially the same as sequence recognition.
If we assume that an iterative statistical sequence model with a fixed-length history applies to our problem, we may use many existing machine learning methods, that is, any method that will allow us to classify real vectors. While this
includes most of the well-known machine learning methods [Mitchell 1997], a
majority of papers on time series prediction seem to use some form of nonlinear
discriminant method, such as support vector machines or artificial neural networks.
Because our goals go beyond sheer predictive power (see Section 2.4), we work
with a rule format that is readable to humans. That is, we produce rules whose
antecedents are syntactic classifiers. These syntactic classifiers may be expressed
as simple grammars in a grammar specification language, such as regular expressions. In our case, this language is IQL [Interagon AS 2002]. The learning
technique we use is random heuristic search, or, more specifically, genetic programming. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

2.3

Bias, Variance and Validation

For the sake of the current discussion, and without loss of generality, assume that
our machine learning task can be defined as follows: Given a finite training set
T = {( x, y)}, find a function f such that f ( x) = y. This formulation is flawed,
because there is an infinite number of arbitrary functions that satisfy this criterion,
and as we already have access to the data, the function may not be of much use
to us. If the function definition is in some way simpler than the data set itself, this
could be seen as a form of compression, but for our models to be of any use in
real-world prediction applications, the problem must be reformulated.
A more useful formulation is the following: Given a training data set T = {( x, y)}
drawn from a probability distribution P( x, y), construct a function f such that
f ( x0 ) is as close as possible to y0 for all elements ( x0 , y0 ) of a validation (or testing)
data set V = {( x0 , y0 )}, also drawn from P. If y is taken from a discrete set of
classes, this is called classification; if it is taken from an arbitrary set of possible
values (such as R), it is called regression.
This reformulation has two important implications for the learning task: It affects
the way models are constructed and the way they are tested.
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Training score
Validation score

Optimum

Figure 2.1: Illustration of early stopping

2.3.1

Model Selection

When data are seen as the result of a stochastic process of some kind, it may
no longer be desirable for a model to completely reproduce the behaviour of the
training data — the model should also perform satisfactorily on other data produced by the same process. In other words, the model should embody a generalization of the behaviour observed in the training data.
For some machine learning methods (such as support vector machines) it is possible to formulate and satisfy certain optimality criteria for generalization. This
is, however, not possible for machine learning methods in general. One widely
used alternative is a form of model selection, which resembles the technique of
early stopping, often used when training artificial neural networks.
Early stopping works as follows: During the process of training a neural network, its performance is regularly validated against a separate data set. This data
set is not used in the training itself, and can therefore not contribute to overfitting (explained below). If this validation error is plotted alongside the training
error, something similar to Figure 2.1 may be observed. While the training error continues to decrease as the model adapts to the peculiarities of the training
data, the validation error actually increases after a while. As the model becomes
fine-tuned (overfitted) to the training data, it no longer generalizes well, and its
performance on other data sets drawn from the same distribution as the training
data deteriorates.
The danger of overfitting is present for all models that are sufficiently flexible.
In the gradient descent algorithm often used to train an artificial neural network,
early stopping is usually implemented by keeping the previous copy of the net-
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work, and stopping the training process when the validation error starts to increase. However, this model selection scheme can be generalized to any situation
where you have several candidate models. In particular, in evolutionary algorithms one might keep the best individual from each generation (or the k best
individuals, for some fixed number k), and select among them, based on the validation score.
Note, however, that while this method tends to favour general models, it is not
fool-proof. If enough candidates are generated, model selection may result in a
model that is overfitted to the validation data.

2.3.2

Testing

Using the training error (or any model score on the training data) as a measure
of rule quality will give overly optimistic results. For a sufficiently flexible model
type, it is possible to get perfect results on the training data, even though the
model may not generalize to other data at all. Model selection based on independent validation helps, but even using this validation score will have a positive
bias — after all, the model was chosen among the candidates using this score as
the criterion. To actually test the validity (or quality) of a model, a third data set
must be used: the testing data set. This data set must be independent of both the
training data and the validation data.
The simplest approach is to use (for example) one third of the data for training,
one third for validation and model selection, and one third for testing. This approach may be satisfactory in many cases, but it does have two weaknesses:
1. We only get to test one model, and the quality of this model may not be
representative of what the method produces in general.
2. If the amount of data is small, the quality estimate may not be accurate.
One of the most well-known techniques that addresses these issues is cross-validation. In a k-fold cross-validation, the data are partitioned into k equal parts (where
10 is a typical value for k), and each of these is, in turn, used as the test data set
for a model developed on the rest of the data. (If model selection is used, each
of the k folds is partitioned into a training set and a validation set.) The model
performance is then averaged over the k folds.
This means that there will be k models produced, and the quality estimate is
their average. This will give a more representative estimate of the quality of the
method itself, rather than of one specific model. The entire data set will also be
used for testing, meaning that the there will be less variability in the estimate. In
addition, by using only a small portion of the data for testing in each fold, more
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data can be used in training. This will typically result in better models. A version
of cross-validation that takes this to the extreme is leave-one-out cross-validation,
where k = N, for N data items. In other words, only one data item is used for
testing in each fold.

2.4

Learning Versus Mining

There is considerable overlap between the areas of machine learning and data
mining. Many of the techniques used in machine learning can also be used in
data mining. There are be many ways of drawing a dividing line between the
two, but in this study we will use the following distinction:
• Machine learning tries to create a model that describes the full behaviour of
a system.
• Data mining searches for patterns of behaviour that may account for only
parts of the system behaviour.
Note that this distinction stands in contrast to the description of data mining
given by Hand et al. [2001]. Hand et al. include model-building techniques such
as linear regression as part of the field of data mining. We do not object to their
definition, but believe that the distinction drawn here may put the data mining
techniques introduced later in a clearer context.
Data mining is described in more detail in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Sequence Retrieval: Similarity
Based and Pattern Based
“We’re about as similar as . . . two completely dissimilar things in a
pod.”
— Blackadder III, Episode 6
This chapter describes two important forms of sequence retrieval. The first, similarity based retrieval, is the dominant approach for time series databases. For
textual or discrete data, such as biological sequences, the second form, pattern
based retrieval, is often more applicable. Both forms of retrieval can be used in
evolutionary sequence mining.
Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1999, p. 23] describe the following framework for
formally characterizing information retrieval systems:
Definition 3.1 (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto). An information retrieval model is
a quadruple (D, Q, F , R(qi , d j )) where
(1) D us a set composed of logical views (or representations) for the documents in the
collection.
(2) Q is a set composed of logical views (or representations) for the user information
needs. Such representations are called queries.
(3) F is a framework for modeling document representations, queries, and their relationships.
(4) R(qi , d j ) is a ranking function which associates a real number with a query qi ∈ Q
and a document representation d j ∈ D. Such ranking defines an ordering among
the documents with regard to the query qi .
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In the following, this framework will be used to describe the main features of,
and differences between, similarity based and pattern based retrieval.

3.1

Similarity Based Sequence Retrieval

Similarity based sequence retrieval is discussed more thoroughly in Paper I; the
following section is merely a brief overview.
Similarity based retrieval (also called content based retrieval) may be defined in
terms of Definition 3.1 as follows:
Definition 3.2. A similarity based retrieval model is an information retrieval model
where
(1) The query objects in Q are of the same form as the document objects in D.
(2) The ranking function R(qi , d j ) takes the form of a similarity function.
Here are some example applications of similarity based retrieval systems:
• A system where the user hums or whistles a tune and similar tunes are
retrieved from a music database [Arentz et al. 2003].
• A system where the user draws a rough sketch of a picture and similar pictures are retrieved from a database of photographs [Del Bimbo 1999].
• A system where the user can specify a word and the positions of similar
words in a text database are returned [Navarro 2001a].
Definition 3.2 states that the query objects are of the same form as the document
objects. This simply means that it is possible to measure a degree of similarity
between them. For example, in a query-by-humming system, the hummed query
may not seem to be of the same form as the music in the database. Still, the
hummed tune may be compared for similarity to the tunes in the stored music.
Also, in many systems, the query may be compared to parts of the stored objects.
For example, a textual query may be matched to similar substrings of stored textual documents. Whether this is allowed or not has significant practical effects on
the implementation of the system, but the main concepts remain the same.
The rank function R(qi , d j ) used in similarity based retrieval is some form of similarity function. Some common examples are described in Section 3.1.1. Although
ranking may be important, the main mechanism of many similarity based retrieval systems is an index that enables them to filter out objects whose similarity
to the query object falls beneath a certain threshold. By inverting the notation, and
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Figure 3.1: Similarity retrieval

using dissimilarity functions (some non-increasing transform of a similarity function) instead of similarity functions, this query form has an intuitive, geometric
interpretation, as Figure 3.1 shows. (Figure 3.1 is taken from Paper I, page 50, and
is repeated here for convenience.)
In this figure, it is assumed that the query and document objects are points in
two-dimensional Euclidean space (that is, the Euclidean plane), and that the dissimilarity function is Euclidean distance, L2 . The circle in the figure encloses the
subspace described by the inequality
d(q, x) < ε .
In general, if Q = D = Rk and R(q, d) = L2 (q, d) the objects returned by the
system will be all the points falling inside the hypersphere with the query at its
centre, and the query threshold as its radius.
Euclidean distance, however, is not the only dissimilarity measure, by far. The
following section briefly describes some common measures.

3.1.1

Similarity Measures

As the retrieval approach is called similarity based, it is fitting that the quality
measure used is called a similarity measure. However, the interpretation of the
method is easier if we use dissimilarity measures, which are simply non-increasing
transforms of similarity measures. Intuitively, they are the inverse of similarity
measures.
The most well-known and well-defined dissimilarity measures are the so-called
distance measures or metrics. They are nonnegative, symmetric real-valued func-
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tions which satisfy the triangle inequality, that is,
d( x, y) + d( y, z) ≥ d( x, z) .

(3.1)

In addition, a metric satisfies the conditions that d( x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y.
Indexing methods such as those described in Section 3.1.3 often place similar
restrictions on the dissimilarity measures used, although they may, in fact, be
slightly less strict (see Section I.2.3). For further details on some distance measures (or, more accurately, dissimilarity measures) often used when comparing
sequences, such as edit distance and dynamic time warping, see Appendix A.
In the following, the word distance will be used loosely, encompassing dissimilarity measures in general.

3.1.2

Signature Based Retrieval

In many cases, calculating the distance between two objects can be costly. For
example, to calculate the Euclidean distance between two sequences of length n,
O(n) operations are needed. In a database of m such sequences, a similarity query
(with full-sequence matching) would require O(mn) operations. At first glance,
it might seem that this work is unavoidable. However, if some preprocessing is
permitted, the search may be speeded up considerably by the use of signatures.
Consider what would happen if we could extract some new object, a signature,
from each sequence, where the signatures have the following properties:
• Calculating the distance between two signatures is less costly than calculating the distance between two original objects (sequences).
• The distance between two signatures never overestimates the true distance
between the original objects.
Because the distance measures are not overestimated, and we use an upper distance limit when retrieving objects, we are guaranteed that we won’t have any
false dismissals, that is, objects that are not retrieved but that should have been
retrieved. If the distance between signatures closely approximates the distance
between original objects, we will also have few false alarms, that is, objects that
are retrieved but that should not have been retrieved. Since the signature distance can be calculated more efficiently than the original distance, we will most
likely experience a speedup.
For example, Euclidean distance is preserved in the frequency domain (Parseval’s
Theorem [Shatkay 1995]). Therefore, by replacing each sequence with its Fourier
transform, we will not have modified the search process appreciably. However,
if we stem the Fourier transform, and keep only the strongest coefficients in the
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power spectrum, we will have relatively short signatures that may represent the
original sequences quite well. Also, we are guaranteed that the distance is underestimated, because we have only removed positive terms. If the Fourier signatures have k elements, the query time will be O(mk) instead of O(mn), if we
ignore the time needed for calculating the Fourier spectrum of the query itself.
Although a second step is needed to weed out the false alarms, this may be a
significant speedup.
The main advantage of signature extraction, however, is not this speedup, since
the query time complexity is still linear in the database size. The real power of
this approach comes with the ability to index the signatures.

3.1.3

Signature Indexing

The core idea of similarity based sequence indexing is that of using spatial access methods to index signatures of fixed dimensionalities. Spatial indexing is a
research field in its own right, and many indexing methods exist, some of the
most commonly known being the simple multidimensional binary search tree
(the kd-tree), the R-tree [Guttman 1984] and its descendants, the R+ -tree [Sellis
et al. 1987] and the R∗ -tree [Beckmann et al. 1990], and the hB-tree and its descendant the hBΠ -tree [Evangelidis et al. 1997]. A relatively recent tree structure with
good performance for higher dimensionalities is the Hybrid Tree [Chakrabarti
and Mehrotra 1999]. For a thorough survey of the basic methods, see Gaede and
Günther [1998]. In general, such indexing methods give sublinear running times
for similarity-based queries. However, existing methods do not deal well with
high dimensionalities. Therefore, it is not feasible to index time series directly,
with each timestamp as a separate dimension.

3.1.4

Signature Types

Many signature types have been proposed for similarity based retrieval of time
series. Some important ones are:
• Spectral signatures, with coefficients taken from the Fourier transform of
the sequence.
• Piecewise constant approximations, where segments of the time series are
approximated by constant values, such as the average. The signature is a
vector consisting of one value for each of these segments.
• Landmark signatures, where landmarks, or points of significant change (or
some other significance) are encoded as a fixed-dimensional vector.
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These, and other signature types, are discussed in more detail in Paper I. Signature indexing methods have been developed to deal with many distance measures, including the various L p metrics and dynamic time warping, for example
(see Appendix A for details on these distance measures).

3.2

Pattern Based Sequence Retrieval

Pattern based sequence retrieval may be defined as follows:
Definition 3.3. A pattern based retrieval model is an information retrieval model
where
(1) The query objects in Q are general patterns, which describe properties of some of
the documents in D.
(2) The ranking function R(qi , d j ) is a predicate which accepts those documents that
satisfy the query pattern.
In other words, in a pattern based retrieval system, the queries Q are not sample objects that are compared to those in the database. Rather, the queries are
descriptions or specifications of what the objects (sequences) may look like. These
queries are normally specified in some form of query language. The basic task of
the ranking function R will be to separate those sequences that satisfy the query
criterion from those that don’t. Any additional ranking will be highly application
dependent.
The query language can be seen as a a meta language, since the expressions of the
query language specify a grammar for the language that contains the documents
the user wants. Simple query languages simply specify segments of the desired
documents, that is, certain words they must contain. Boolean operators may be
used to specify various permitted combinations of such words. Other operators
may specify their relative positions; for example, one might specify that one word
be close to another. More complex patterns can be specified with regular expressions, as described in Section 2.1.
There is no common paradigm for pattern based retrieval, such as there is for
similarity based retrieval. There are basic indexing methods for word and phrase
search and for the use of Boolean operators, but when it comes to approximate
search, regular expressions and more complex patterns, no general method is
available. There are, however, basic tools, such as the suffix tree and the suffix
array, both of which are used in several specialized pattern matching algorithms,
to avoid redundant calculations. Some systems for matching regular expressions
are discussed in Paper V.
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Figure 3.2: High-level architectural view of the PMC

3.2.1

The Pattern Matching Chip

In our work we have used a recent solution to the pattern based retrieval problem: The Interagon Pattern Matching Chip [Interagon AS 2000]. It has a richness of functionality beyond any comparable software solutions, and most of
this functionality is available through the query language IQL [Interagon AS
2002]. This functionality includes substring matching, generalized Boolean operations, ordering requirements, textual distance requirements, regular expressions
(with some minor restrictions), alphanumerical range matches, and approximate
matches. These queries may be performed in massive parallel at a rate of about
100 MB/s.
The basic structure of the PMC is shown in Figure 3.2. A more detailed figure
(Figure II.1) can be found in Section II.2.1. The PMC receives binary data as a
sequence of bytes, which are distributed to a set of processing elements. This distribution may be done either sequentially or in parallel at all levels in a distribution tree, which makes a multitude of configurations possible. The processing
elements themselves are configured with single bytes and compare these with
the incoming data bytes in each clock cycle. They can be configured with several comparison operators, such as equality, inequality, and ordinal comparison.
If the comparison for a processing element succeeds, the element reports a hit.
Each element may be configured to keep reporting such a hit for a number of
clock cycles. The hits are reported to the result gathering tree, where each node is a
function (a simple Boolean or arithmetic function) that combines the results from
its children, until a single Boolean value is reported at the root (at the bottom of
the figure). Thus, for a given configuration (representing a query pattern), the
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PMC will report true (a hit) or false (a miss) for each location in the incoming data
stream.

Chapter 4

Finding Patterns in Data
“The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new
discoveries, is not ‘Eureka!’ (I found it!) but ‘That’s funny . . . ’.”
— Isaac Asimov (1920–1992)
“The beginning of knowledge is the discovery of something we do not
understand.”
— Frank Herbert (1920–1986)
The material in this chapter builds on the basic principles laid out in Section 1.2
and go into a bit more detail about the specifics of mining patterns, especially in
sequential data.

4.1

Rules

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are two main problems in data mining: description and prediction. The structures one looks for may also be divided into two
types: models and patterns. Models describe the features and behaviours of the
entire data set, whereas patterns describe features or behaviours of parts of the
data set. In our case, we are interested in predictive patterns, that is, rules.1
Assume we are working with relational data, more specifically, a table of n rows
with p attributes. Then our rules might have the following form:
if:
then:
1 The

property pi takes the value x
property p j takes the value y.
rules in Paper II may be seen as models, because they describe the entire data set.
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For continuous data, or for discrete data with a large value range, we may create
bins or intervals as a preprocessing step.
This simple rule format is easily extended to include the use of arbitrary Boolean
expressions in the condition.
Rules in sequential data work in the same manner. A simple rule format, which
is used by Das et al. [1998], is the following:2
if:
then:

the symbol at position x is a
the symbol at some position y is b,
where y − x ≤ t.

More complex rule formats are discussed in Section 6.3.
Once we have a rule format that may or may not apply for various data instances
(rows in the tabular data or positions in a sequence) we will want to find rules
that are somehow interesting or useful. Section 4.2 describes two very basic quality measures, support and confidence. A few more are mentioned in Section 5.3,
while the specific quality measures used in our study are described in Section 6.4.
Section 4.3 describes the mainstream method for mining rules: counting occurrences.

4.2

How Good is a Rule?

When looking for rules, one will often be interested in those that occur more
frequently. The support of a rule is a measure of just that: the relative number
of data instances where the rule applies and is correct, that is, the fraction of the
data where both the antecedent (the predictor condition) and the consequent (that
which is to be predicted) of the rule are true.
However, even a rule with relatively high support might be quite inaccurate. For
example, it might have a support close to 0.5 and still give rise to wrong predictions more than half of the time. This motivates another quality measure, confidence, which is the conditional probability of the consequent being true, given that
the antecedent is true. The confidence is usually a maximum likelihood estimate,
that is, the conditional relative frequency.
These quality measures, and many others (see, for example, Sections 5.3 and 6.4)
can be calculated from four statistics (counts): The number of true and false positives and negatives. A true positive is a data item where both antecedent and con2 See

Section 6.2 for a discussion on the flawed discretization method used by Das et al. [1998].
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¬ p̂(t) p̂(t)
Figure 4.1: The confusion matrix

sequent are true. Similarly, a false positive is a data item where the antecedent is
true, while the consequent is false, and so forth. Collectively, these four statistics
are often called the confusion matrix. If we denote a given data item by t (alluding to the timestamp of a location in a time sequence), the antecedent by p̂(t) (an
estimate of a predicate describing the data), and the consequent by p(t) (the true
predicate), the confusion matrix can be drawn up as shown in Figure 4.1.
Using these counts, support may be calculated can be calculated as
s( p, p̂) =

TP
TP + TN + FP + FN

and confidence as
c( p, p̂) =

TP + TN
FP + FN

.

,

(4.1)

(4.2)

The following section describes how support, in particular, may be used to bound
the rule search.

4.3

Counting Candidates

A basic operation in rule mining is counting. As shown in the previous section,
many quality measures can be computed from only the four counts in the confusion matrix. In evolutionary rule mining, as described in Chapter 5, this counting
is done directly, for a specific candidate rule. The more common non-heuristic
mining method, however, calculates (in principle) the quality measure for all viable rules. For simple rule formats, this scheme may be implemented directly, but
for more complex rules, more clever techniques must be employed.
Consider the simple rule format for relational data described in Section 4.1. Assuming that each of the p properties can take on a different values, the number of
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Figure 4.2: Pruning of the rule space

possible rules would be a2 p2 . Assuming that we know the attribute whose value
we wish to predict, there would be only a2 p rules, and other constraints could
bring this number down even further. Following the same logic, using the simple
sequence rule format from Section 4.1 with a possible symbols on a sequence of
length n, there would be a2 T possible rules (where T is the maximum value for
the rule parameter t).
For many realistic applications, the number of rules would not be prohibitive,
and it would be possible to count the the occurrences of all antecedents and consequents (giving us the confusion matrix) with a single pass through the data.
The work for the simple relational rule format would be O( p2 n), while for the
sequence rule format it would be O( Tn).
The problem with this simple approach appears when the rule antecedent is complicated beyond the single-property single-symbol form. To take a relatively simk
ple example, consider Boolean expressions: there are 22 possible Boolean functions of k parameters. If each attribute in a tabular data set may be used several
times in the antecedent, with different value assignments, the number of possible
rules is even greater. Direct counting of the occurrences is then clearly intractable.
The insight underlying the approach used in such landmark papers as Mannila
et al. [1997] and Agrawal and Srikant [1995] and many others since (see [Adamo
2001]) is that there is a relation of generalization between the rules. In other words,
given two rules, it may be that one is more general than the other (or, equivalently, that the second is more specific than the first). This relation (given some
assumptions about the rule format) forms a lattice, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.
By placing a constraint on the support (or frequency) of the mined rules, it is
possible to prune away large parts of the search space. The reason for this is that
if a given rule has too low support, then all rules that are more specific will also
have too low support, because their support must be even lower. So, for certain
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rule formats it is possible to find all rules that exceed a certain support threshold.
These frequent rules may then be ranked, using some more useful quality measure.
Although this general method is very powerful, it does have some limitations.
Most notably, it limits the possible rule formats, and it makes the assumption that
rules must have high support to be interesting. Evolutionary data mining, which
is described in Chapter 5, is one approach that tries to lift these restriction, at the
cost of not being able to guarantee that all interesting rules are found.
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Chapter 5

Evolutionary Computation and
Data Mining
“I think that the distinction between accident and design is clear, in
principle if not always in practice, but this chapter will introduce a
third category of objects which is harder to distinguish. I shall call
them designoid. . . . Designoid objects look designed, so much so that
some people — probably, alas, most people — think that they are designed. These people are wrong. But they are right in their conviction
that designoid objects cannot be the result of chance. . . . No, the true
explanation — Darwinian natural selection — is very different. . . . ”
— Richard Dawkins, Climbing Mount Improbable
This chapter outlines the principles underlying the method of heuristic search in
general, and evolutionary computation in particular. Finally, the use of heuristic
search in data mining is discussed.

5.1

Heuristic Search and Optimization

Optimization is needed in all areas of computer science. For reasonably wellbehaved or well understood functions, techniques exist for efficient and predictable numerical optimization [Nocedal and Wright 1999]. However, if the objective function or the structure of the parameters, or both, become sufficiently
complex, these methods may no longer be of any use. In these cases, the general
class of techniques known as heuristic search may be applicable.
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In the realm of numerical optimization, the term search might be more appropriate. However, the techniques are often applied to problems where the function
being optimized is only a heuristic gauging how close one is to a true solution.
Many of the heuristic search methods involve some degree of randomness, and
may therefore also be referred to as stochastic search methods.
Algorithm 5.1 gives a high level overview of how heuristic search works. First,
the search algorithm either receives or generates an initial state. This state is usually a single candidate solution, such as a vector of real numbers for numerical
optimization. For a simple (deterministic) example of a search algorithm, see Algorithm 5.2, the basic hill-climbing algorithm. Each state is a single solution, new
candidates are chosen from a close neighbourhood of the current state (as defined by a neighbourhood function n) and the next state is always the candidate that
has the lowest objective score (as measured by the objective function). It is assumed here that a low objective score is desirable, that is, that the optimization
is one of minimization. The name “hill-climbing” comes from maximization applications, where the algorithm “climbs” the peaks of the objective function. For
minimization problems, this method is often called the method of steepest descent (or steepest gradient descent, for differentiable objective functions, where
the gradient is used to find the next state).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

generate or receive initial state
repeat
generate new candidate states
choose new state using heuristic (objective) function
until the current state satisfies halting criteria
Algorithm 5.1: Outline of a heuristic searching algorithm

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

y←s
repeat
x←y
y ← arg min z { f ( z) | z ∈ n( y)}
until x = y

Algorithm 5.2: Basic hill-climbing algorithm with objective function f , starting
point s, and neighbourhood function n
The state may, however, be a set of candidate solutions. When the current state
is a solution set, the search is called beam search. Evolutionary algorithms (see
Section 5.2) are a form of beam search [Banzhaf et al. 1997, p. 27].
Heuristic search methods are so called because they use a heuristic function (the
objective function) to guide them toward solutions. (In other words, this function
may be used to evaluate solutions that are only partially correct.) The general
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search method — in many ways a heuristic in its own right — is often called a
metaheuristic. The following section describes some such metaheuristics.

5.1.1

Some Existing Metaheuristics

Many distinctly different metaheuristics have been developed, and variations of
existing ones sometimes branch off to become the focus of new fields of research.
For example, memetic algorithms are a close relative of genetic algorithms (or evolutionary algorithms) which adds localized search (learning) to the general search
of evolution.
Probably the most well-known metaheuristics are:
• Evolutionary algorithms, including genetic algorithms and genetic programming, which uses an abstract simulation of natural selection to evolve populations of fit solutions [Goldberg 1989; Koza 1992].
• Simulated annealing, which simulates the process of annealing (cooling)
to gradually move from a random search to a deterministic hill-climbing
search [Laarhoven and Aarts 1987].
• Tabu search, in which the most recent candidate solutions (or the moves between them) are taboo (or tabu), that is, they are not considered viable [Glover
and Laguna 1998].
The motivation behind these metaheuristics is that simpler search methods, such
as hill-climbing algorithms, tend to get stuck in local optima. For relatively simple objective functions, it may be possible to escape local minima by restarting the
search algorithm several times. Many real-world objective functions are, however, too complex for this simple approach to work.
It has been proven that no search method can be better than another for all objective functions, the so-called “no free lunch” theorems [Wolpert and Macready
1995; Droste et al. 2002]. While much empirical work exists on the application
of each of the metaheuristics to practical problems, no definite comparison has
been performed, and the choice between them may be based on such factors as
experience, convenience, or special purpose empirical comparisons.
Although heuristic search has not been widely used as the main search strategy in
data mining, it seems that evolutionary algorithms have been used more widely
than the other metaheuristics [Freitas 2002]. This is also the metaheuristic we
have used in our research. The following section describes evolutionary computation in more detail.
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5.2

Evolution as Search Strategy

Evolution occurs in any process where mechanisms of variation, selection, and reproduction are present. These mechanisms may be explicitly simulated, resulting
in a powerful optimization method.
The state in an evolutionary algorithm consists of a set of candidate solutions, or
individuals. This set of individuals is called the population. As with other forms
of search, the state is updated incrementally, but not all candidate solutions contribute to the updated state; instead, eligible parent solutions are chosen using a
(stochastic) selection function. New solutions are created from these parent solutions using various hereditary (genetic) operators, such as cloning, crossover
(swapping of components between parents), and mutation (random modifications). The basic process is demonstrated in Algorithm 5.3.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Y←S
repeat
X, Y ← Y, ∅
repeat
p1 , p2 ← s( X, f )
y1 , y2 ← n( p1 , p2 )
Y ← Y ∪ { y1 , y2 }
until |Y | ≥ | S|
until min{ f ( y) | y ∈ Y } ≤ ε

Algorithm 5.3: Basic generational evolutionary algorithm with fitness function f ,
initial generation S, selection function s, and reproduction function n
One important factor is hard to discern in Algorithm 5.3, namely how evolution is affected by the objective, or fitness function. The core of evolution is the
principle of natural selection, or, in the words of Charles Darwin, “survival of the
fittest” [Darwin 1859]. Artificial selection usually works in a similar fashion; individuals with a high fitness value (that is, candidate solutions with a high heuristic
value) have a higher chance of being selected for reproduction. (There are exceptions to this, one recent example being the FUSS selection scheme of Hutter [2001],
where the various fitness levels are selected with uniform probability.) Eventually, the population will be dominated by (or at least contain) solutions with high
fitness.
Many names have been given to specific variants of evolutionary algorithms, two
of the more prominent being genetic algorithms [Goldberg 1989] and genetic programming [Koza 1992]. Originally, the candidate solutions of genetic algorithms
were fixed-length binary strings, while those of genetic programming were executable computer programs, represented as syntax trees. The divisions between
such methods become increasingly blurred, and in some sense meaningless, as
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different kinds of genomes (that is, the candidate solutions) are used. Banzhaf
et al. [1997] argue that the term genetic programming be used about the discipline as a whole, as its functionality is a superset of that of other methods — a
superset which may well be restricted using domain knowledge when solving
specific problems.
In the papers in the second part, we have used this terminology, even though the
language used to define our candidate solutions is not Turing complete (that is,
not really a programming language). Still, the genomes are syntax trees, and the
genetic operators are those used by Koza [1992], such as subtree swapping and
random subtree generation.

5.3

Heuristic Data Mining

The goals and principles of data mining are described in Chapter 4. This section
describes the particulars of data mining methods which use heuristic search mining as their optimization process. The other components of the methods, that is,
the problem, solution structure, score function, and data management method,
do not necessarily differ from the more common data mining methods.
There are several reasons why heuristic search, or evolutionary algorithms in particular, may be useful in data mining. Freitas contrasts evolutionary algorithms
and more common rule induction methods as follows:1
First, rule induction algorithms typically use deterministic operators.
In addition, these operators usually perform a kind of local search
in rule space. . . . In contrast, evolutionary algorithms typically use
stochastic operators. Some of these operators . . . usually perform a
more global search in rule space. . . .
Second, rule induction algorithms typically construct and evaluate
a candidate rule in an incremental fashion. . . . In contrast, evolutionary algorithms typically evaluate a complete candidate rule or rule set
as a whole.
Third, unlike most rule induction algorithms, evolutionary algorithms work with a population of candidate rules or rule sets, rather
than with a single rule or rule set at a time. [2002, pp. 9–10]
According to Freitas, the characteristics of evolutionary algorithms make them
deal more effectively with problems such as attribute (or condition) interaction,
1 It should be noted that Freitas’s comments about local search are more applicable to the construction of, for example, tree classifiers than to the counting approach described here.
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which may confound mainstream methods. An interesting, although not essential, argument in favour of evolutionary algorithms is that they easily admit multiobjective optimization, a fact which is exploited in Paper VI.
One disadvantage of using existing evolutionary algorithms for data mining is
that their only source of domain knowledge is the objective function. In contrast,
special purpose algorithms may use operators such as generalization and specification, which exploit domain knowledge for more efficient convergence. As Freitas shows, it is possible to extend evolutionary algorithms to use such operators
as modified forms of the common genetic operators. The direction (generalization or specification) can be probabilistically weighted according to the coverage
of the rule or pattern (low support or high support, respectively). Although such
operators have not been used in the work presented in the second part of this
work, the possibility should not be ruled out that they might lead to faster convergence.
One of the advantages of heuristic data mining observed in this study is the flexibility of the method, as opposed to special purpose methods. In heuristic search,
one is free to choose any objective function, and any rule format that can meaningfully be used as a search query in the data. Special purpose mining methods
normally exploit the specific structure and properties of the objective function
and rule structure.
The application of heuristic search to data mining is relatively straightforward.
The candidate solutions are either single rules (the so-called Michigan approach)
or sets of rules (the Pittsburgh approach), and their fitness is calculated based on
the occurrences of the rules in the data.
The most common case is the supervised case, where the attribute that is to be
predicted is given as part of the problem formulation. In this case, fitness measures are often calculated from the confusion matrix, which consists of the number of true and false positives and negatives. A true positive is a hit correctly
reported by a rule, while a false positive is an incorrectly reported hit. Similarly,
a true negative is a position where a rule correctly does not report a hit, while a
false negative is an incorrect omission. Some basic quality measures that may be
calculated based on these numbers are precision (TP /( TP + FP )), true positive rate
(TP /( TP + FN )), true negative rate (TN /( TN + FP )), and accuracy (( TP + TN )/( TP +
FP + FN + TN )). Two possible fitness measures described by Freitas are precision
times true positive rate and true positive rate times true negative rate [2002, p.
129]. The fitness measures used in our work are described in Section 6.4.

Chapter 6

Evolving Rules from
Sequences
“A specification that will not fit on one page of 8.5 × 11 inch paper
cannot be understood.”
— Mark Ardis
This chapter describes some of the specifics of the method used in the second
part. The general principles of sequence retrieval, rule mining, and evolutionary
algorithms are outlined in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively. In this chapter, the
specifics of our use of these methods will be discussed briefly.

6.1

Method Structure

Using the taxonomy introduced in Section 1.2, our method can be analyzed as
follows:
Problem. Our problem is one of prediction. Given a history of behaviour, we
want to predict the behaviour in the near future.
Potential solutions. Our potential solutions are patterns rather than models. More
specifically, we are looking for rules. In most of our experiments, these rules
are defined in terms of the language IQL, although in Paper V we also use
rules defined in terms of spatial signatures and simple regular expressions.
Score function. We use several score functions, but they fall in two main categories: functions measuring predictive power and functions measuring interestingness.
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Search method. To find rules of high quality we use genetic programming, as
described in Chapter 5.
Data management method. The data management (or retrieval) method we primarily use is the Interagon pattern matching chip (PMC). In addition, in Paper V, multidimensional retrieval and software tools for regular expression
retrieval are used. In the following, the focus is on pattern retrieval and the
use of the PMC, rather than spatial indexing.
As part of the knowledge discovery process, the time series were discretized. This
process is discussed in the following section. Section 6.3 summarizes the rule
format, while Section 6.4 describes two of the most important fitness measures
used.

6.2

Preprocessing

In order for the pattern matching chip to be able to deal with the time series, they
must be preprocessed. The real-valued sequences are discretized to form discrete
sequences with elements drawn from a finite alphabet. (Note that this does not
apply to the synthetic data sets, which were generated in a discrete form.)
We have used two discretization methods in our work. The first one was introduced by Das et al. [1998]. We applied this to the supervised rule learning experiments in Paper I. In short, the method works as follows: A set of vectors is created
by using a sliding window of fixed width on the time series. These vectors are
then clustered to find characteristic shapes, and all positions in the time series are
labelled according to the cluster to which the vector at that position belongs.
This method has been used in several publications since its appearance. However,
Lin et al. have recently shown it to be meaningless when applied to rule mining
in general, because the “interesting” rules it leads to are completely spurious.1
While this should not detract from the results presented in Paper I, where the
predictive power of the rules was tested on a separate data sets, we have not used
this method in the subsequent papers. Also, when trying to find rules with high
measures of interestingness, we have used random data as a baseline (Papers III,
IV, and VI). Finding interesting rules in random data would clearly indicate that
there is something wrong with the method.
The other method is used, among other places, by Keogh et al. [2002] (and is discussed more thoroughly in Section IV.2). It also involves using a sliding window
to create a set of vectors. However, rather than clustering these, a real-valued
1 J. Lin, E. Keogh, and W. Truppel, Clustering of Streaming Time Series is Meaningless: Implications for
Previous and Future Research. Manuscript in preparation.
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feature, such as the slope or average, is extracted from each. Then, the vectors are
sorted according to their feature value, and divided into bins of equal size (where
the number of bins is determined by the desired alphabet size for the discretized
sequence). Finally, the limiting values are found for each bin, and these are used
to assign a bin number (or symbol) to each position in the sequence.
Note that this method guarantees that each symbol is used with equal frequency
when discretizing the time series used to find the bins. If the same limits are used
to discretize another time series drawn from the same distribution (such as a test
data set), the symbol distribution will still be close to uniform.

6.3

The Rules

The rules consist of two parts, the antecedent and the consequent. In addition to
this, a time limit between the match of the antecedent and the occurrence of the
consequent is imposed. Our antecedents may belong to one of several pattern
languages (see below), while the consequent describes a sequence position, either
dictating the occurrence of specific symbol or a more general sequence property,
such as having a positive slope.
In other words, the rules are of the following form:
if:
then:

the antecedent matches at position x
the sequence has a property p at position y,
where y − x ≤ t.

The antecedent pattern may in principle be drawn from the full Interagon Query
Language, or IQL [Interagon AS 2002], although some restrictions have been necessary, due to practical considerations. Also, we have experimented with several
smaller languages, which are simply subsets of IQL. Paper IV (Section IV.3.1 in
particular) contains some discussion on this issue. See also Appendix B for a summary of the notation used here, which differs in some ways from the IQL syntax.
(This discrepancy is motivated mainly by typographical convenience.)

6.4

Rule Fitness

We have mainly used two fitness functions, both of which can be calculated from
the confusion matrix (see Section 5.3). The first one, used to measure predictive
power, is correlation, which is defined as follows:
r( p, p̂) = p

TP · TN − FP · FN

( TN + FN )( TN + FP )( TP + FN )( TP + FP )

(6.1)
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Here, p is a predicate representing the behaviour of the sequence, and p̂ is the
behaviour of the predictor rule.
Correlation measures the degree to which a two-dimensional data set falls along
a straight line; that is, how close two variables are to being linearly dependent.
In the case of binary classification, each variable (the prediction and the actual
event) may only take two values, yes or no. If r( p, p̂) = 1, the prediction is perfect;
if r( p, p̂) = −1, the prediction is completely wrong.
The other fitness measure we have used is the modified J-measure, which is introduced in Paper IV. It is based on the existing J-measure [Smyth and Goodman
1991], which is defined as follows:

p( Rtc | R a )
J ( Rtc , R a ) = p( R a ) · p( Rtc | R a ) log2
+
p( Rtc )

(1 − p( Rtc | R a )) log2

1 − p( Rtc | R a ) 
1 − p( Rtc )

(6.2)

It is shown in Paper IV that the J-measure used by itself as a fitness function
leads to rules with very low confidence. Our modification to the J-measure is
inspired by the approach taken in mainstream rule mining algorithms. There, a
constraint is usually placed on confidence or support, requiring it to fall above a
certain threshold for a given rule to come into consideration at all. Only after this
condition has been met is the interestingness measured. To preserve a smooth
objective function, which could also measure differences in fitness between rules
with low confidence, we wanted to avoid a sharp cutoff. Instead, we used a
sigmoid multiplier, with the sigmoid function defined as follows:
F (c( R)) =

1
1 + e−(c( R)−cmin )· g

(6.3)

Here, c( R) is the confidence of the rule, cmin is the confidence threshold, g is a
sharpness parameter, and F (c( R)) yields a number between zero and one, which
is multiplied with the J-measure. Thus, for rules with high confidence, the fitness is approximately equal to its interestingness (J-measure), but for rules with
confidences below the threshold, the fitness will drop away sharply from the Jmeasure. The shape of the sigmoid function and the effect of the sharpness parameter g are shown in Figure 6.1.
In addition to these two main fitness measures, in Paper VI we used multiobjective
evolution, which means that we used several objective functions at once. These
objective functions were confidence, support, plain J-measure, and comprehensibility (inverse of rule size). For details, see Section VI.2.4.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks
“The world is round and the place which may seem like the end may
also be only the beginning.” — Ivy Baker Priest (1905–1975), Parade
The aim of this study has been to explore the use of evolutionary data mining in
sequence rule mining. The main motivation behind this is the flexibility gained,
both in the possible rule formats and the quality measures allowed. Little work
has been done in this area previously. Also, a contribution has been using specialized search hardware (the Interagon Pattern Matching Chip [Interagon AS 2000])
in evaluating the rules. This is a factor that has afforded us a flexibility in the
choice of rule format beyond any other known method. The results of our empirical studies may be summed up as follows:
• Supervised evolutionary rule learning can re-discover rules with complexity comparable to those discovered in existing methods, and can achieve
high prediction rates on real-world datasets (Paper II).
• The discretization process is important to the predictive power of the discovered rules. Choosing the right discretization parameters can give greater
improvements than using techniques such as ensembles or Bayesian classifiers to improve the matches (Paper III).
• By designing proper objective functions, it is possible to use the method
for unsupervised mining of rules with high interestingness scores and high
predictive power (Paper IV).
• Although we have mainly used the method with specialized hardware, we
have shown that for simpler rule formats, and somewhat longer running
times, it is completely feasible to use software based retrieval methods (Papers I and V).
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• The use of evolutionary mining makes it possible to perform multiobjective
rule mining, something which, to our knowledge, has not been done before.
This makes it possible to use several mutually exclusive quality measures
and receive a diverse set of solutions for expert evaluation (Paper VI).

While our goals in investigating the use of evolutionary computation and specialized hardware in sequence mining are reached, there are still many potential
directions for further research. One obvious topic of research is investigating the
applicability of our rule format for various practical problems. Another would
be to apply the lessons learned here to other forms of pattern mining or learning.
This might include existing applications, such as discovering concise classifiers
for biological sequences.

Papers

Paper I

A Survey of Recent Methods
for Efficient Retrieval of
Similar Time Sequences
Abstract: Time sequences occur in many applications, ranging from science and technology to business and entertainment. In many of these applications, searching through
large, unstructured databases based on sample sequences is often desirable. Such similaritybased retrieval has attracted a great deal of attention in recent years. Although several
different approaches have appeared, most are based on the common premise of dimensionality reduction and spatial access methods. This paper gives an overview of recent research
and shows how the methods fit into a general context of signature extraction.

I.1

Introduction

Time sequences arise in many applications—any applications that involve storing
sensor inputs, or sampling a value that changes over time. A problem which
has received an increasing amount of attention lately is the problem of similarity
retrieval in databases of time sequences, so-called “query by example.” Some uses
of this are [Agrawal et al. 1993]:
• Identifying companies with similar patterns of growth.
• Determining products with similar selling patterns.
• Discovering stocks with similar movement in stock prices.
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• Finding out whether a musical score is similar to one of a set of copyrighted
scores.
• Finding portions of seismic waves that are not similar to spot geological
irregularities.

Applications range from medicine, through economy, to scientific disciplines such
as meteorology and astrophysics [Faloutsos et al. 1994; Yi and Faloutsos 2000].
The running times of simple algorithms for comparing time sequences are generally polynomial in the length of both sequences, typically linear or quadratic.
To find the correct offset of a query in a large database, a naive sequential scan
will require a number of such comparisons that is linear in the length of the
database. This means that, given a query of length m and a database of length
n, the search will have a time complexity of O(nm), or even O(nm2 ) or worse.
For large databases this is clearly unacceptable.
Many methods are known for performing this sort of query in the domain of
strings over finite alphabets, but with time sequences there are a few extra issues
to deal with:
• The range of values is not generally finite, or even discrete.
• The sampling rate may not be constant.
• The presence of noise in various forms makes it necessary to support very
flexible similarity measures.
This chapter describes some of the recent advances that have been made in this
field; methods that allow for indexing of time sequences using flexible similarity measures that are invariant under a wide range of transformations and error
sources.
The chapter is structured as follows: Section I.2 gives a more formal presentation of the problem of similarity-based retrieval and the so-called dimensionality
curse; Section I.3 describes the general approach of signature based retrieval, or
shrink and search, as well as three specific methods using this approach; Section I.4
shows some other approaches, while Section 5 concludes the chapter. Finally,
Appendix A gives an overview of some basic distance measures.1

I.1.1

Terminology and Notation

A time sequence x = h x1 =(v1 , t1 ), . . . , xn =(vn , tn )i is an ordered collection of
elements xi , each consisting of a value vi and a timestamp ti . Abusing the notation
1 The term “distance” is used loosely in this chapter. A distance measure is simply the inverse of a
similarity measure and is not required to obey the metric axioms.
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Table I.1: Notation
x
x̃
xi
xi: j
| x|

A sequence
A signature of x
Element number i of x
Elements i to j (inclusive) of x
The length of x

slightly, the value of xi may be referred to as xi .
For some retrieval methods, the values may be taken from a finite class of values [Mannila and Ronkainen 1997], or may have more than one dimension [Lee
et al. 2000], but it is generally assumed that the values are real numbers. This
assumption is a requirement for most of the methods described in this chapter.
The only requirement of the timestamps is that they be nondecreasing (or, in some
applications, strictly increasing) with respect to the sequence indices:
ti ≤ t j ⇔ i ≤ j

(I.1)

In some methods, an additional assumption is that the elements are equi-spaced:
For every two consecutive elements xi and xi+1 we have
ti +1 − ti = ∆ ,

(I.2)

where ∆ (the sampling rate of x) is a (positive) constant. If the actual sampling
rate is not important, ∆ may be normalized to 1, and t1 to 0. It is also possible to
resample the sequence to make the elements equi-spaced, when required.
The length of a time sequence x is its cardinality, written as | x|. The contiguous
subsequence of x containing elements xi to x j (inclusive) is written xi: j . A signature
of a sequence x is some structure that somehow represents x, yet is simpler than
x. In the context of this chapter, such a signature will always be a vector of fixed
size k. (For a more thorough discussion of signatures, see Section I.3.) Such a
signature is written x̃. For a summary of the notation, see Table I.1.

I.2

The Problem

The problem of retrieving similar time sequences may be stated as follows: Given
a sequence q, a set of time sequences X, a (non-negative) distance measure d,
and a tolerance threshold ε, find the set R of sequences closer to q than ε, or, more
precisely:
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x
ε

q

d

y

Figure I.1: Similarity retrieval

R = { x ∈ X | d(q, x) ≤ ε}

(I.3)

Alternatively, one might wish to find the k nearest neighbours of q, which amounts
to setting ε so that | R| = k. The parameter ε is typically supplied by the user,
while the distance function d is domain-dependent. Several distance measures
will be described rather informally in this chapter. For more formal definitions,
see Appendix A.
Figure I.1 illustrates the problem for Euclidean distance in two dimensions. In
this example, the vector x will be included in the result set R, while y will not.
A useful variation of the problem is to find a set of subsequences of the sequences
in X. This, in the basic case, requires comparing q not only to all elements of X,
but to all possible subsequences.2
If a method retrieves a subset S of R, the wrongly dismissed sequences in R − S
are called false dismissals. Conversely, if S is a superset of R, the sequences in S − R
are called false alarms.

I.2.1

Robust Distance Measures

The choice of distance measure is highly domain dependent, and in some cases a
simple L p norm such as Euclidean distance may be sufficient. However, in many
cases, this may be too brittle [Keogh and Pazzani 1999b] since it does not tolerate
such transformations as scaling, warping, or translation along either axis. Many
2 Except in the description of LCS in Appendix A, subsequence should be taken to mean contiguous
subsequence, or segment.
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of the newer retrieval methods focus on using more robust distance measures,
which are invariant under such transformations as time warping (see Appendix A
for details) without loss of performance.

I.2.2

Good Indexing Methods

Faloutsos et al. [1994] list the following desirable properties for an indexing method:
1. It should be faster than a sequential scan.
2. It should incur little space overhead.
3. It should allow queries of various length.
4. It should allow insertions and deletions without rebuilding the index.
5. It should be correct: No false dismissals must occur.
To achieve high performance, the number of false alarms should also be low.
Keogh et al. [2001b] add the following criteria to the list above:
6. It should be possible to build the index in reasonable time.
7. The index should preferably be able to handle more than one distance measure.

I.2.3

Spatial Indices and the Dimensionality Curse

The general problem of similarity-based retrieval is well known in the field of
information retrieval, and many indexing methods exist to process queries efficiently [Baeza-Yates and Gonnet 1999]. However, certain properties of time sequences make the standard methods unsuitable. The fact that the value ranges
of the sequences usually are continuous, and that the elements may not be equispaced, makes it difficult to use standard text-indexing techniques such as suffixtrees. One of the most promising techniques is multidimensional indexing (Rtrees [Guttman 1984], for example), in which the objects in question are multidimensional vectors, and similar objects can be retrieved in sublinear time. One
requirement of such spatial access methods is that the distance measure must be
monotonic in all dimensions, usually satisfied through the somewhat stricter requirement of the the triangle inequality (d( x, z) ≤ d( x, y) + d( y, z)).
One important problem that occurs when trying to index sequences with spatial
access methods is the so-called dimensionality curse: Spatial indices typically work
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Sequence Space
d
(expensive)

x̃

y
shrink

shrink

x

dk
(cheap)

ỹ

Signature Space

Figure I.2: The signature based approach

only when the number of dimensions is low [Chakrabarti and Mehrotra 1999].
This makes it unfeasible to code the entire sequence directly as a vector in an
indexed space.
The general solution to this problem is dimensionality reduction: to condense the
original sequences into signatures in a signature space of low dimensionality, in a
manner which, to some extent, preserves the distances between them. One can
then index the signature space.

I.3

Signature Based Similarity Search

A time sequence x of length n can be considered a vector or point in an n-dimensional
space. Techniques exist (spatial access methods, such as the R-tree and variants
[Sellis et al. 1987; Chakrabarti and Mehrotra 1999; Wang and Perng 2001]) for indexing such data. The problem is that the performance of such methods degrades
considerably even for relatively low dimensionalities [Chakrabarti and Mehrotra
1999]; the number of dimensions that can be handled is usually several orders of
magnitude lower than the number of data points in a typical time sequence.
A general solution described by Faloutsos et al. [1994, 1997] is to extract a lowdimensional signature from each sequence, and to index the signature space. This
shrink and search approach is illustrated in Figure I.2.
An important result given by Faloutsos et al. [1994] is the proof that in order to
guarantee completeness (no false dismissals), the distance function used in the
signature space must underestimate the true distance measure, or:
dk ( x̃, ỹ) ≤ d( x, y)

(I.4)

I.3

Signature Based Similarity Search
x

x̃

distant

close
false alarm
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false dismissal

Figure I.3: An intuitive view of the bounding lemma

This requirement is called the bounding lemma. Assuming that (I.4) holds, an intuitive way of stating the resulting situation is: “if two signatures are far apart,
we know the corresponding [sequences] must also be far apart” [Faloutsos et al.
1997]. This, of course, means that there will be no false dismissals. To minimize
the number of false alarms, we want dk to approximate d as closely as possible.
The bounding lemma is illustrated in Figure I.3.
This general method of dimensionality reduction may be summed up as follows
[Keogh et al. 2001b]:
1. Establish a distance measure d from a domain expert.
2. Design a dimensionality reduction technique to produce signatures of length
k, where k can be efficiently handled by a standard spatial access method.
3. Produce a distance measure dk over the k-dimensional signature space, and
prove that it obeys the bounding condition (I.4).
In some applications, the requirement in (I.4) is relaxed, allowing for a small number of false dismissals in exchange for increased performance. Such methods are
called approximate.
The dimensionality reduction may in itself be used to speed up a sequential scan,
and some methods (such as the piecewise linear approximation of Keogh et al.
which is described in Section I.4.2) rely only on this, without using any index
structure.
Methods exist for finding signatures of arbitrary objects, given the distances between them [Faloutsos and Lin 1995; Wang et al. 1999], but in the following I will
concentrate on methods that exploit the structure of the time series to achieve
good approximations.
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d( x, y) = ∑ | · · · |

v

y

ỹ
x
x̃

t
Figure I.4: Comparing two sequences
v2
ỹ
dk ( x̃, ỹ) = | · · · | + | · · · |
x̃

v1
Figure I.5: A simple signature distance

I.3.1

A Simple Example

As an example of the signature-based scheme, consider the two sequences shown
in Figure I.4.
The sequences, x and y, are compared using the L1 measure (Manhattan distance), which is simply the sum of the absolute distances between each aligned
pair of values. A simple signature in this scheme is the prefix of length 2, as indicated by the shaded area in the figure. As shown in Figure I.5, these signatures
may be interpreted as points in a two-dimensional plane, which can be indexed
with some standard spatial indexing method. It is also clear that the signature
distance will underestimate the real distance between the sequences, since the
remaining summands of the real distance must all be positive.
Although correct, this simple signature extraction technique is not particularly
precise. The signature extraction methods introduced in the following sections
take into account more information about the full sequence shape, and therefore
lead to fewer false alarms.
Figure I.6 shows a time series containing measurements of atmospheric pressure.
In the following three sections, the methods described will be applied to this sequence, and the resulting simplified sequence (reconstructed from the extracted
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Figure I.6: An example time sequence

signature) will be shown superimposed on the original.

I.3.2

Spectral Signatures

Some of the methods presented in this section are not very recent, but introduce
some of the main concepts used by newer approaches.
Agrawal et al. [1993] introduce a method called the F-index in which a signature
is extracted from the frequency domain of a sequence. Underlying their approach
are two key observations:
• Most real-world time sequences can be faithfully represented by their strongest
Fourier coefficients.
• Euclidean distance is preserved in the frequency domain (Parseval’s Theorem [Shatkay 1995]).
Based on this, they suggest performing the Discrete Fourier Transform on each
sequence, and using a vector consisting of the sequence’s k first amplitude coefficients as its signature. Euclidean distance in the signature space will then
underestimate the real Euclidean distance between the sequences, as required.
Figure I.7 shows an approximated time sequence, reconstructed from a signature
consisting of the original sequence’s ten first Fourier components.
This basic method allows only for whole-sequence matching. In 1994, Faloutsos
et al. introduce the ST-index, an improvement on the F-index that makes subsequence matching possible. The main steps of the approach are as follows:
1. For each position in the database, extract a window of length w, and create
a spectral signature (a point) for it.
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Figure I.7: A sequence reconstructed from a spectral signature

Each point will be close to the previous, because the contents of the sliding window change slowly. The points for one sequence will therefore constitute a trail
in signature space.
2. Partition the trails into suitable (multidimensional) Minimal Bounding Rectangles (MBRs), according to some heuristic.
3. Store the MBRs in a spatial index structure.
To search for subsequences similar to a query q of length w, simply look up all
MBRs that intersect a hypersphere with radius ε around the signature point q̃.
This is guaranteed not to produce any false dismissals, because if a point is within
a radius of ε of q̃, it cannot possibly be contained in an MBR that does not intersect
the hypersphere.
To search for sequences longer than w, split the query into w-length segments,
search for each of them, and intersect the result sets. Because a sequence in the
result set R cannot be closer to the full query sequence than it is to any one of the
window signatures, it has to be close to all of them, that is, contained in all the
result sets.
These two papers (Agrawal et al. [1993] and Faloutsos et al. [1994]) are seminal;
several newer approaches are based on them. For example, Rafiei and Mendelzon
[1997] show how the method can be made more robust by allowing various transformations in the comparison, and Chan and Fu [1999] show how the Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) can be used instead of the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT), and that the DWT method is empirically superior. See Wu et al. [2000] for
a comparison between similarity search based on DFT and DWT.

I.3.3

Piecewise Constant Approximation

An approach independently introduced by Yi and Faloutsos [2000] and Keogh et
al. [Keogh and Pazzani 2000; Keogh et al. 2001b] is to divide each sequence into k
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Figure I.8: A sequence reconstructed from a PCA signature

segments of equal length, and to use the average value of each segment as a coordinate of a k-dimensional signature vector. Keogh et al. call the method Piecewise
Constant Approximation, or PCA. This deceptively simple dimensionality reduction technique has several advantages [Keogh et al. 2001b]: The transform itself
is faster than most other transforms, it is easy to understand and implement, it
supports more flexible distance measures than Euclidean distance, and the index
can be built in linear time.
Figure I.8 shows an approximated time sequence, reconstructed from a ten-dimensional PCA signature.
Yi and Faloutsos [2000] also show that this signature can be used with arbitrary
L p norms without changing the index structure, which is something no previous
method (such as Agrawal et al. [1993, 1995], Faloutsos et al. [1994, 1997], Rafiei
and Mendelzon [1997], or Yi et al. [1998]) could accomplish. This means that the
distance measure may be specified by the user. Preprocessing to make the index more robust in the face of such transformations as offset translation, amplitude
scaling, and time scaling can also be performed.
Keogh et al. demonstrate that the representation can also be used with the socalled weighted Euclidean distance, where each part of the sequence has a different
weight.
Empirically, the PCA methods seem promising: Yi and Faloutsos demonstrate
up to a ten times speedup over methods based on the discrete wavelet transform. Keogh et al. do not achieve similar speedups, but point to the fact that the
structure allows for more flexible distance measures than many of the competing
methods.
Keogh et al. [2001a] later propose an improved version of the PCA, the so-called
Adaptive Piecewise Constant Approximation, or APCA. This is similar to the PCA,
except that the segments need not be of equal length. Thus regions with great
fluctuations may be represented with several short segments, while reasonably
featureless regions may be represented with fewer, longer segments. The main
contribution of this representation is that it is a more effective compression than
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the PCA, while still representing the original faithfully.
Two distance measures are developed for the APCA, one which is guaranteed
to underestimate Euclidean distance, and one which can be calculated more efficiently, but which may generate some false dismissals. It is also shown that
this technique, like the PCA, can handle arbitrary L p norms. The empirical data
suggest that the APCA outperforms both methods based on the discrete Fourier
transform, and methods based on the discrete wavelet transform with a speedup
of one to two orders of magnitude.
In a recent paper, Keogh [2002] develops a distance measure that is a lower bound
for dynamic time warping, and uses the PCA approach to index it. The distance
measure is based on the assumption that the allowed warping is restricted, which
is often the case in real applications. Under this assumption, Keogh constructs
two warped versions of the sequence to be indexed: An upper and a lower limit.
The PCA signatures of these limits are then extracted, and together with with
Keogh’s distance measure form an exact index (one with no false dismissals) with
high precision. Keogh performs extensive empirical experiments, and his method
clearly outperforms any other existing method for indexing time warping.

I.3.4

Landmark Methods

In 1997, Keogh and Smyth introduce a probabilistic method for sequence retrieval, where the features extracted are characteristic parts of the sequence, socalled feature shapes. Keogh [1997] uses a similar landmark based technique. Both
these methods also use the dimensionality reduction technique of piecewise linear approximation (see Section 4.2) as a preprocessing step. The methods are
based on finding similar landmark features (or shapes) in the target sequences,
ignoring shifting and scaling within given limits. The technique is shown to
be significantly faster than sequential scanning (about an order of magnitude),
which may be accounted for by the compression of the piecewise linear approximation. One of the contributions of the method is that it is one of the first that
allows some longitudinal scaling.
A more recent paper by Perng et al. [2000] introduces a more general landmark
model. In its most general form, the model allows any point of great importance
to be identified as a landmark. The specific form used in the paper defines an n-th
order landmark of a one-dimensional function to be a point where the function’s
n-th derivative is zero. Thus, first-order landmarks are extrema, second-order
landmarks are inflection points, and so forth. A smoothing technique is also introduced, which lets certain landmarks be overshadowed by others. For instance,
local extrema representing small fluctuations may not be as important as a global
maximum or minimum.
Figure I.9 shows an approximated time sequence, reconstructed from a landmark
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Figure I.9: A landmark approximation

signature.
One of the main contributions of Perng et al. [2000] is showing that for suitable selections of landmark features, the model is invariant with respect to the following
transformations:
• Shifting
• Uniform amplitude scaling
• Uniform time scaling
• Non-uniform time scaling (time warping)
• Non-uniform amplitude scaling
It is also possible to allow for several of these transformations at once, by using
the intersection of the features allowed for each of them. This makes the method
quite flexible and robust, although as the number of transformations allowed increases, the number of features will decrease; consequently, the index will be less
precise.
A particularly simple landmark based method (which can be seen as a special
case of the general landmark method) is introduced by Kim et al. [2001]. They
show that by extracting the minimum, maximum, and the first and last elements
of a sequence, one gets a (rather crude) signature that is invariant to time warping. However, since time warping distance does not obey the triangle inequality
[Yi et al. 1998], it cannot be used directly. This problem is solved by developing
a new distance measure that underestimates the time warping distance while simultaneously satisfying the triangle inequality. Note that this method does not
achieve results comparable to those of Keogh [2002].
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Other Approaches

Not all recent methods rely on spatial access methods. This section contains a
sampling of other approaches.

I.4.1

Using Suffix Trees to Avoid Redundant Computation

Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [1999] and Park et al. [2000] independently introduce the
idea of using suffix trees [Gusfield 1997] to avoid duplicate calculations when using dynamic programming to compare a query sequence with other sequences in
a database. Baeza-Yates and Gonnet use edit distance (see Appendix A for details),
while Park et al. use time warping.
The basic idea of the approach is as follows: When comparing two sequences x
and y with dynamic programming, a subtask will be to compare their prefixes x1:i
and y1: j . If two other sequences are compared that have identical prefixes to these
(for instance, the query and another sequence from the database), the same calculations will have to be performed again. If a sequential search for subsequence
matches is performed, the cost may easily become prohibitive.
To avoid this, all the sequences in the database are indexed with a suffix tree. A
suffix tree stores all the suffixes of a sequence, with identical prefixes stored only
once. By performing a depth-first traversal of the suffix tree one can access every
suffix (which is equivalent to each possible subsequence position) and backtrack
to reuse the calculations that have already been performed for the prefix that the
current and the next candidate subsequence share.
Baeza-Yates and Gonnet assume that the sequences are strings over a finite alphabet; Park et al. avoid this assumption by classifying each sequence element
into one of a finite set of categories. Both methods achieve subquadratic running
times.

I.4.2

Data Reduction through Piecewise Linear Approximation

Keogh et al. have introduced a dimensionality reduction technique using piecewise linear approximation of the original sequence data [Keogh 1997; Keogh and
Smyth 1997; Keogh and Pazzani 1998, 1999a,b]. This reduces the number of data
points by a compression factor typically in the range 10 to 600 for real data [Keogh
1997], outperforming methods based on the Discrete Fourier Transform by one
to three orders of magnitude [Keogh and Pazzani 1999b]. This approximation
is shown to be valid under several distance measures, including dynamic time
warping distance [Keogh and Pazzani 1999b]. An enhanced representation is
introduced by Keogh and Pazzani [1998], where every line segment in the ap-
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proximation is augmented with a weight representing its relative importance; for
instance, a combined sequence may be constructed representing a class of sequences, and some line segments may be more representative of the class than
others.

I.4.3

Search Space Pruning through Subsequence Hashing

Keogh and Pazzani [1999a] describe an indexing method based on hashing, in
addition to the piecewise linear approximation. An equi-spaced template grid
window is moved across the sequence, and for each position a hash key is generated to decide into which bin the corresponding subsequence is put. The hash
key is simply a binary string, where 1 means that the sequence is predominantly
increasing in the corresponding part of the template grid, while 0 means that it
is decreasing. These bin keys may then be used during a search, to prune away
entire bins without examining their contents. To get more benefit from the bin
pruning, the bins are arranged in a best-first order.

I.5

Conclusion

This chapter has sought to give an overview of recent advances in the field of
similarity based retrieval in time sequence databases. First, the problem of similarity search and the desired properties of robust distance measures and good
indexing methods were outlined. Then, the general approach of signature based
similarity search was described. Following the general description, three specific signature extraction approaches were discussed: Spectral signatures, based
on Fourier components (or wavelet components); piecewise constant approximation, and the related method adaptive piecewise constant approximation; and
landmark methods, based on the extraction of significant points in a sequence. Finally, some methods that are not based on signature extraction were mentioned.
Although the field of time sequence indexing has received much attention and
is now a relatively mature field [Keogh et al. 2002] there are still areas where
further research might be warranted. Two such areas are (1) thorough empirical
comparisons and (2) applications in data mining.
The published methods have undergone thorough empirical tests that evaluate
their performance (usually by comparing them to sequential scan, and, in some
cases, to the basic spectral signature methods), but comparing the results is not
a trivial task—in most cases it might not even be very meaningful, since variations in performance may be due to implementation details, available hardware,
and several other factors that may not be inherent in the indexing methods themselves. Implementing several of the most promising methods and testing them
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on real world problems (under similar conditions) might lead to new insights,
not only about their relative performances in general, but also about which methods are best suited for which problems. Although some comparisons have been
made (such as in Wu et al. [2000] and, in the more general context of spatial similarity search, in Weber et al. [1998]), little research seems to have been published
on this topic.
Data mining in time series databases is a relatively new field [Keogh et al. 2002].
Most current mining methods are based on a full, linear scan of the sequence data.
While this may seem unavoidable, constructing an index of the data could make
it possible to perform this full data traversal only once, and later perform several
data mining passes that only use the index to perform their work. It has been
argued that data mining should be interactive [Das et al. 1998], in which case such
techniques could prove useful. Some publications can be found about using time
sequence indexing for data mining purposes (such as Keogh et al. [2002], where a
method is presented for mining patterns using a suffix tree index) but there is still
a potential for combining existing data mining techniques with existing methods
for similarity-based sequence retrieval.

Paper II

Temporal Rule Discovery
using Genetic Programming
and Specialized Hardware
Abstract: Discovering association rules is a well-established problem in the field of data
mining, with many existing solutions. In later years, several methods have been proposed
for mining rules from sequential and temporal data. This paper presents a novel technique based on genetic programming and specialized pattern matching hardware. The
advantages of this method are its flexibility and adaptability, and its ability to produce
intelligible rules of considerable complexity.
Keywords: Time series, sequence mining, rule discovery, genetic programming, pattern
matching hardware

II.1

Introduction

Discovering association rules is a well-established problem in the field of data
mining, with many existing solutions. In later years, several methods have been
proposed for mining rules from sequential and temporal data (see, for example, [Agrawal and Srikant 1995; Das et al. 1998; Mannila et al. 1997]). Quite a few
of these methods are based on the common premise of counting the occurrences
of viable rules or patterns. While this approach has the advantage of finding all
highly frequent patterns, it constrains the set of possible solutions.
One promising alternative is to use evolutionary algorithms, as described in [Fre-
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itas 2002]. While this approach places fewer restrictions on the form of patterns
and rules that can be discovered, the performance of the method relies heavily
on a speedy evaluation of each candidate rule, and such an evaluation typically
involves examining the entire training data set. When mining rules in relational
databases, existing indexing methods make it possible to efficiently calculate the
fitness of each rule. When mining sequences for complex patterns, this evaluation is not quite as straightforward. Efficient indexing methods for some forms
of patterns exist, (for example, using Patricia trees, as in [Baeza-Yates and Gonnet
1996], or multigram indices, as in [Cho and Rajagopalan 2002]), but in this paper we use a specialized co-processor designed to perform very advanced, high
volume pattern matching.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II.1.1 describes the problem we are
trying to solve in more formal terms; Section II.1.2 gives a brief overview of some
related work; Section II.2 describes the specifics of our method; Section II.3 contains some empirical results; and, finally, Section II.4 concludes the paper.

II.1.1

Problem Definition

Our problem is as follows: Given a sequence s, a predicate p over all the indices
of s, and a delay δ, find a rule that estimates the value of p(i +δ ) from the prefix
s1 , . . . , si of s. The estimated predicate is written p̂. In the terminology of [Sun
and Giles 2000] this is a problem of sequence recognition, although by letting the
predicate p represent a type of event that may or may not occur at time i + δ, the
rules can also be used to make predictions. Note that we take all available history
into consideration by using a full prefix of s, rather than a fixed-width sliding
window.

II.1.2

Related Work

A survey of association rule mining algorithms can be found in [Hipp et al. 2000].
The underlying principle in these algorithms is exploiting the lattice structure of
the pattern space when searching for frequent patterns and rules. This principle
has also been applied to sequence mining [Agrawal and Srikant 1995; Mannila
et al. 1997; Das et al. 1998]. The assumptions about the pattern space makes this
general approach unsuitable for mining more complex patterns and rules.
Even though the problem tackled in this paper is closer to that of sequence prediction than that of sequence mining (see [Sun and Giles 2000] for several sequence
prediction algorithms), the goal of our method is to find rules that are readable
and understandable by a human expert. Since this is one of the fundamental goals
of data mining and knowledge discovery, we have chosen to classify our method
as a rule discovery method.
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A problem similar to ours is tackled in [Giles et al. 2001], where Giles et al. use
recurrent neural networks to predict fluctuations in foreign exchange rates. In
addition to the prediction task, their method encompasses the extraction of deterministic finite state automata, which are equivalent to regular expressions.
Like most current sequence learning methods, the algorithms works with a fixedwidth sliding window. We have tested our method on the same data sets as [Giles
et al. 2001] in Section II.3.3.

II.2

Method

To evolve our predictor rules we use genetic programming with the rule encoding
scheme referred to in [Freitas 2002] as the Michigan approach, that is, each individual in the population represents a single rule. Since the consequent is a part
of the problem definition, each rule is represented by its antecedent, an expression in a general query language that can be interpreted by our pattern matching
hardware (see Section II.2.1).
The training data consist of a discrete sequence s with elements from some finite alphabet, and predicate p, represented by the set of indices for which p is
true. The rules are evaluated by having the hardware interpret their antecedents
as queries, and comparing the returned hit positions, that is p̂, with the correct
positions given by p.
Compared to existing methods for discovering sequential rules, our method has
two main advantages: (1) It can produce rules in a very rich rule language, which
can be customized to each application as needed, and (2) each rule has the entire history of its sequence available when making a prediction. This means that
the method is quite flexible, and that restrictions on the rule format are mainly
dictated by the problem, rather than by the method itself.
A similar approach was originally used to evolve patterns for classifying human
genomes. This is the subject of an upcoming paper.1 The hardware and the process of fitness evaluation are discussed in the following subsections.

II.2.1

The Pattern Matching Chip

To make it possible to perform a full search in the training data for each fitness
calculation, we used a specialized pattern matching chip (PMC). The PMC is a special purpose co-processor designed for locating complex patterns in unstructured
data [Interagon AS 2000]. A detailed description is the subject of an upcoming
1 Svingen,

Sætrom, Hetland: “Pattern Evolution” (manuscript in preparation)
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Figure II.1: A data distribution tree with eight leaf nodes (PEs), and the corresponding result gathering tree with f ( L, R) calculated from the above left (L) and
right (R) results
paper;2 a brief description will be given here.
The PMC consists of three functional units, as illustrated in Figure II.1: A data
distribution tree (top), a set of processing elements, or PEs (middle), and a result
gathering tree (bottom). The PEs monitor the data flowing through the chip. They
receive the data from the data distribution tree, which can be configured so that
single PEs and groups of PEs receive data either sequentially or in parallel. Each
PE is configured with one byte (character) and a comparison operator, which it
uses to look for bytes in the data stream. Matches are reported to the result gathering tree, which combines them and produces the final result, a Boolean value
representing a hit or miss for the entire pattern. If the result is a hit, the hit location
is reported back to the host computer.
The PMC is capable of performing searches at the rate of 100 MB/s and can handle
several complex queries in parallel (from 1 to 64 depending on query complexity.)3 The interface to the PMC is the special purpose query language IQL. This
language supports such functionality as regular expressions, latency (distance),
alpha-numerical comparisons, and generalized Boolean operations. The regular
expression syntax is similar to that of UNIX tools such as grep. A detailed description of the language is available online4 and is the subject of an upcoming
paper.5
2 Svingen,

Halaas, Birkeland, Nedland: “The Pattern Matching Chip” (manuscript in preparation)
prototype used in our experiments runs at 33 MB/s and handles up to 4 parallel queries.
4 http://www.interagon.com/pub/whitepapers/IQL.reference-latest.pdf
5 Svingen, Halaas, Hetland: “The Interagon Query Language” (manuscript in preparation)
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Rule Evaluation

In evolutionary algorithms (such as genetic programming) each individual of the
population must be assigned a fitness score, which describes how well the individual solves the problem at hand. In rule mining there are several possible
quality measures, including various measures of interestingness. In this paper
we focus on predictive power, because the events to be predicted (given by p)
are part of the problem definition, which makes most interestingness measures
unsuitable.
Some measures of predictive power (precision, true positive rate, true negative
rate, and accuracy rate, as well as some combinations) are described in [Freitas
2002, pp. 129–134]. In this paper we have used another measure, the correlation
coefficient of the set of data points given by ( p(i ), p̂(i )), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (where n is
the size of the training sequence). This can be interpreted as the cosine of the angle
between two n-dimensional vectors p and p̂, which means that we get a fitness of
+1.0 for perfect prediction and −1.0 for completely erroneous prediction.
By classifying the hits reported by a given rule as true or false positives (correct
or incorrect hits), the correlation can be expressed as
r( p, p̂) = p

TP · TN − FP · FN

( TN + FN )( TN + FP )( TP + FN )( TP + FP )

.

(II.1)

Here TP and FP are the number of true and false positives, respectively. The number of true and false negatives (TN and FN) can easily be calculated from TP, FP,
and the total number of positives and negatives (directly available from the training data).

II.3

Experiments

The method was tested on three data sets: Synthetic data consisting of uniformly
random symbols where certain positions were flagged according to predetermined rules; DNA sequence data, where the task was to predict the location of
intron/exon splice sites; and foreign exchange rates, where the goal was to predict the trend for the next day (as in [Giles et al. 2001]). In the first two experiments we were mainly interested in the expressive power of our rule format,
while in the last experiment we focused on predictive power.
For the first two data sets we used a “fuzzy” version of the problem definition
from Section II.1.1: For this fuzzy problem, the prediction predicate is the disjunction p(i +δ ) ∨ · · · ∨ p(i +δ +ε) for some fixed window size ε. For these two
data sets we used ε = 10. The original definition, which was used with the currency data, corresponds to ε = 1. For all the data sets we used δ = 1.
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Table II.1: Results on synthetic data set
Type
1
2

Antecedent Expression
([^n]+.+o[^n]+)n
{{a:d=9},{b:d=9},{c:d=9},{d:d=9},{e:d=9}:p=5}

Corr.
1.0
1.0

For the last two data sets the technique of early stopping was used to prevent
overfitting. This simply means that, in addition to a training set and a test set, we
used a validation set, and the fitness calculated for this data set was used to select
the best rules.

II.3.1

Synthetic Data

The synthetic data were constructed by repeatedly drawing symbols from the
lowercase Latin alphabet (a–z) with a uniform probability distribution. The hit
positions (representing the predicate p) were then found according to some predetermined antecedent patterns.
Two different antecedents types were used:
1. The regular expression o[^n]*n.
2. The letters a, b, c, d and e occurring in any order within a window of width
10.
The two sets consisted of 1 MB of sequence data with about 20000 and 1600 occurrences of antecedent type 1 and 2, respectively.
For the second antecedent type we wanted to simulate a search for fixed-width
window rules, so we introduced a new operator into the language, composed
from existing operators. The function of this operator was to match any number
of arbitrary symbols (specified as parameters to the operator) that were all found
within a window of width 10.
The system was able to generate expressions that recognized all occurrences of
both rules. Table II.1 lists two of the expressions generated. As can be seen from
this table, both problems were solved with a perfect correlation (100% prediction
rate) for the test set. This rate is certainly a result of the data set being particularly
well suited for our rule format.
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Table II.2: Results on DNA data set
Type
50
30

II.3.2

Antecedent Expression
({t[ag]:d=52}{c:c=21})
({(<=c):d=3}gg)t[ag]ag
({[ct][ct][ct][cgt][ct][ct][ct][ct]:d=9}[ct]ag)
&ag&(>=atctgt)

Corr.
0.266
0.177

DNA Sequence Data

The goal of this experiment was to find rules predicting intron/exon splice sites i
DNA sequences. In addition to testing for predictive power, the rules were informally validated by comparing them to well-known splice site patterns.
The DNA sequences and exon locations were retrieved from NCBI.6 The combined
data set consisted of more than 6000 DNA sequences totalling 34 MB and about
20000 splice sites (of types 50 and 30 , representing the beginning and end of an
intron, respectively). The first 10 MB of this set were used in the training process
(8 MB for training and 2 MB for early stopping.) The rest of the set was used for
testing the generated rules.
Table II.2 lists the rules produced for the 50 and 30 splice sites. The results are
comparable to previously published splice site patterns (see, for example, [Burge
et al. 1999]).

II.3.3

Foreign Exchange Rates

This experiment was performed on 5 sets of foreign exchange rates.7 Because the
number of data points was quite small (fewer than 4000 in total), tenfold crossvalidation was used on each data set. The training data were discretized using
the clustering method described in [Das et al. 1998], and the resulting clusters
were used to discretize the test and evaluation sets.
The average correlation and average prediction rate for each of the five currencies
is listed in table II.3. Giles et al. [Giles et al. 2001] report a prediction rate of 52.9%
on the same data set.
Due to the sequential nature of the data, the use of cross-validation is problematic.
Therefore, we performed the same experiment on a larger data set,8 with about
6 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
7 Available from http://www-psych.stanford.edu/~andreas/Time-Series/Data/Exchange.
Rates.Daily
8 The exchange rate of BP to USD from 1971 to 2002, available from http://www.federalreserve.
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Table II.3: Results on currency data sets
Set
1
2
3
4
5

Avg. corr.
0.0465
0.0446
0.0845
0.0527
−0.0164

Avg. pred.
54.5%
54.3%
54.8%
56.1%
50.6%

Max. pred.
58.7%
60.9%
61.4%
62.0%
57.6%

Min. pred.
50.5%
45.1%
48.4%
52.2%
43.5%

8000 data points, using the first half as the training set. The experiment was
repeated five times, giving prediction rates of 52.4%, 64.8%, 59.4%, 52.9%, and
65.1%.

II.4

Summary and Conclusions

The experiments performed so far seem promising: The method produces rules
with good predictive power that are also readable by humans. For the synthetic
data, we were able to reproduce the original rules, which contained regular expressions of varying complexity, without restriction on sequence history. For the
DNA sequence data, our method produced rules with relatively good predictive
power, which resemble well-known intron/exon splice site motifs. For the foreign exchange rates we were able to achieve a prediction rate comparable to that
of Giles et al. in [Giles et al. 2001]. In each case, the rules were fairly easy to interpret, which means that it should be possible for a domain expert to find some
structure in them, and perhaps modify them to a simpler or more general form,
and to test them in real time, using the pattern matching hardware.

gov/Releases/H10/Hist

Paper III

The Role of Discretization
Parameters in Sequence Rule
Evolution
Abstract: As raw data become available in ever-increasing amounts, there is a need for
automated methods that extract comprehensible knowledge from the data. In our previous
work we have applied evolutionary algorithms to the problem of mining predictive rules
from time series. In this paper we investigate the effect of discretization on the predictive
power of the evolved rules. We compare the effects of using simple model selection based
on validation performance, majority vote ensembles, and naive Bayesian combination of
classifiers.

III.1

Introduction

As raw data become available in ever-increasing amounts, there is a need for
automated methods that extract comprehensible knowledge from the data. The
process of knowledge discovery and data mining has been the subject of much research interest in later years, and one recent subfield is that of sequence mining.
In our previous work [Hetland and Sætrom 2002] we have applied evolutionary algorithms to the problem of mining predictive rules from time series. Our
method involves discretizing the time series, in order to be able to evaluate our
rules on them (which, in turn, allows us to use genetic programming to find such
rules). This process of discretization discards some information about the time series, and the parameters chosen (such as the width of the discretization window)
will determine which features are available for the mining algorithm.
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In this paper we investigate the effect of discretization on the predictive power of
the evolved rules. We evolve rules for different discretization parameter settings
and design predictors using the following methods:
1. We test rules evolved for different settings on a validation set. We then take
the rule with the best performance to be our predictor.
2. We select the best rule for each of five discretization resolutions and combine them to form a predictor ensemble by simple majority vote.
3. We select the best rule for each of five discretization resolutions and combine them by means of a naive Bayesian model.
Majority vote ensembles are a simple way of combining several predictors to
achieve increased predictive power. To make a prediction, all the component
predictors make their predictions; a simple majority vote is used to decide which
prediction “wins”.
The naive Bayesian predictor is a simple probabilistic model that assumes conditional independence among the predictor variables. Even though this assumption
may be too strong in many cases, there is much empirical evidence suggesting
that the method is quite robust.

III.2

Method

In this section we first describe the general approach, as developed in [Hetland
and Sætrom 2002], as well as the extensions introduced here, that is, combining
predictors for several resolutions. Finally, the discretization method is discussed.

III.2.1

The General Mining Approach

The basic method works by using an evolutionary algorithm (EA) to develop
rules that optimize some score (or fitness) function, which describes what qualities we are looking for. Three components are of central importance: The rule
format, the mechanism for rule evaluation, and the fitness function.
For the purposes of this discussion, we only consider one rule format: The rule
consequent is some given event that may occur at given times, possibly extrinsic to the series itself, while the antecedent (the condition) is a pattern in a very
expressive pattern language called IQL [Interagon AS 2002]. This language permits, among other things, such constructs as string matching with errors, regular
expressions, shifts (latency), and Boolean combinations of expressions. In our EA
system, these expressions are represented as syntax trees, in the standard manner.
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In order to calculate the fitness of each rule, we need to know at which positions
in the data the antecedent is true. To ascertain this, we use the antecedent as a
query in an information retrieval system, the Pattern Matching Chip (PMC) [Interagon AS 2000], for which our pattern language was designed. Such a chip is
able to process about 100 MB/s.
There are many possible fitness functions that measure the precision, degree of
recall, or interestingness of a query or rule. For the relatively straightforward
prediction task undertaken here, simple correlation is quite adequate. We use a
supervised learning scheme, in which we mark the positions where want the rule
to make a prediction, and then, for each rule, calculate the correlation between its
behaviour and the desired responses. This can be calculated from the confusion
matrix of the rule (true and false positives and negatives) [Hetland and Sætrom
2002].
It is worth mentioning that even though we focus mainly on predictive power
here, one of the strengths of the method is the transparency of its rule format.
Rather than a black-box predictor, the user receives a rule in a human-readable
language. This can be an advantage in data mining contexts.

III.2.2

Selecting and Combining Predictors

We want to investigate the effect of the parameters of the discretization process,
or, more specifically, of the resolution and the alphabet size, on the predictive
power of the developed rules. The specific meaning of resolution and alphabet
size is given in Section III.2.3; informally, the resolution refers to the width of
each (overlapping) discretized segment of the time series, while the alphabet size
is simply the cardinality of the alphabet used in the resulting strings.
As mentioned in the introduction, we will compare three methods of exploiting
the variability introduced by these parameters: model selection through crossvalidation, majority vote ensembles, and naive Bayesian combination of predictors.
The rules that are developed by our system have their performance tested on
a validation set (done through a form of k-fold cross-validation). In the simple
case, a single resolution and alphabet size is used, and the rule that has the best
performance on the validation set is selected and tested on a separate test set. Instead of this simple approach, we use several resolutions and alphabet sizes, run
the simple process for each parameter setting, and choose the rule (and, implicitly, the parameter setting) that has the highest validation rating. This way we
can discover the resolution and alphabet size that best suits a given time series,
without having to arbitrarily set these beforehand. To demonstrate the effect of
this procedure, we also select the rule (and parameter setting) that has the lowest
validation score, as a baseline.
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The next method is the majority vote ensemble. For this, we run the basic process for each parameter setting, and for each resolution we choose the rule (and,
implicitly, the alphabet size) that has the best validation performance. We then
combine these rules to form a single predictor, through voting. In other words,
when we observe a time series (for example, the test set) we discretize it at all
the resolutions, with the given alphabet sizes, (possibly incrementally) and run
each rule in its own resolution. The prediction (“up” or “down”) that is prevalent (simple majority) among the rules is taken to be the decision of the combined
predictor. Ensembles are described in more detail in [Dietterich 2000]. The basic idea behind them is that if each of a set of classifiers (or predictors) is correct
with a probability p ≥ 0.5 and the classifiers are generally not wrong at the same
time (that is, they are somewhat independent) then a majority vote will increase
the probability of a correct classification.1 More sophisticated ensemble methods
exist; see [Dietterich 2000] for details.
The naive Bayesian predictor is a simple probabilistic model that assumes conditional independence among the predictor variables. Assume that we have a
family { Xi } of predictor variables, and one dependent (predicted) variable Y. Assume that P(Y = y) is the a priori probability of a given value y being observed
for Y, and P( Xi = xi | Y = y) is the conditional probability of observing x for Xi ,
given that Y = y. Then, the naive Bayesian model states that our predicted class
should be
ζ ( x) = arg max P(Y = y) ∏ P( Xi = xi |Y = y) .
y

(III.1)

i

The independence assumption may in many cases be quite strong, but the naive
Bayesian model can be surprisingly robust, and, as shown in [Domingos and Pazzani 1997], may even be optimal in cases where the independence assumption is
violated.

III.2.3

Feature Extraction and Discretization

Many features may potentially be extracted from time series; for the task of prediction, we need to extract features in a way that lets us access the features of a
sequence prefix. A natural approach is to divide the sequence into (overlapping)
windows of width w, and to extract features from each of these. This discretization approach is described in the following.
Our basic discretization process is a simple one, used, for example, in [Keogh
et al. 2002]. It works as follows. A time series x = ( xi )in=1 , where xi ∈ R, is
discretized by the following steps:
1 Note that because of this requirement, rules with lower than 50% validation accuracy were excluded from the ensembles.
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1. Use a sliding window of width k to create a sequence w of m overlapping
vectors. More formally: Create a sequence of windows w = (wi )im=1 , where
r (i )

wi = ( x j ) j=l (i) , such that l (1) = 1, r(m) = n, r(i ) − l (i ) = k − 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤
m, and l (i ) = l (i − 1) + 1 for 1 < i ≤ m. The window width is also referred
to as the resolution.
2. For some feature function f : Rk → R, create a feature sequence f =
( f (wi ))im=1 .
3. Sort f and divide it into a segments of equal length. We refer to a as the
alphabet size.
4. Use the limit elements in the sorted version of f to classify each element in
f , creating a new sequence s where si is the number of the interval where f i
is found.
After this discretization process, we have a sequence s, where si is an integer
such that 1 ≤ si ≤ a, and each integer occurs the same number of times in s. For
convenience, we map these integers to lowercase letters (so that for a = 3 our
alphabet is a. . . c). This discretization is performed on the training set, and the
resulting limits are used to classify the features of the test set. (This means that
there is no guarantee that each character is represented an equal number of times
in the test set.) Many feature functions f are possible, such as average value
or signal-to-noise ratio. Since we are interested in the upward and downward
movement of the series, we have chosen to use the slope of the line fitted to the
points in each window through linear regression.

III.3

Experiments

In our experiments we use six data sets, available from the UCR Time Series Data
Mining Archive [Keogh and Folias 2002] (the first five) and the Federal Reserve
Board [Release 2002] (the last data set):
Random walk. A standard random walk, where each value is equal to the previous one, plus a random number.
ECG. ECG measurements from several subjects, concatenated.
Earthquake. Earthquake-related seismic data.
Sunspots. Monthly mean sunspot numbers from 1749 until 1990. The series is
periodic, with one period of eleven years, and one of twenty-seven days.
Network. Packet round trip time delay for packets sent from UCR to CMU.
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Exchange rates. Daily exchange rate of Pound Sterling to US Dollars.

For each of the data sets, the target prediction was when the series moved upward, that is, when the next value was greater than the current. It is to be expected that good predictors can be found for the ECG data (as it is quite regular
and periodic), whereas the random walk data, and, to some extent, the exchange
rate data, function as baselines for comparison. Finding predictors for random
data would clearly indicate that our experiments were flawed, and finding good
predictors for exchange rate data would also be surprising, as this is considered
a quite difficult (if at all possible) task.
For each of the data sets we performed experiments with alphabet sizes 2 (the
minimum non-trivial case), 5, 10, and 20, as well as window sizes (resolutions) 2,
4, 8, 16, and 32. This was done with tenfold cross-validation2 and early stopping;
that is, rules were selected based on their performance on a separate validation set
before they were tested. As described in Section III.2.2, results were used to select
the alphabet size that gave the best single-predictor performance for each resolution, and these rules were then used in constructing ensembles and Bayesian
classifiers.
The rules in the ensembles were developed individually, that is, only their individual performance was used in calculating their fitness. The performance of the
ensemble was then calculated by performing a simple majority vote among the
rules for each position. The results are summarized in Figure III.1. The percentages (predictive accuracy) are averaged over the ten folds. For the ECG, sunspot,
network, and earthquake data sets, the difference between the worst single classifier and the best single classifier is statistically significant (p < 0.01 with Fisher’s
exact test), while the differences between the best single classifier, the ensemble,
and the Bayesian classifier are not statistically significant (p > 0.05 for all except
the difference between the best single classifier and the Bayesian combination for
the Network data, where p = 0.049). For the random and exchange rate data sets
there are no significant differences, as expected.
Figure III.2 shows how rule accuracy is related to window and alphabet size. For
the random and exchange rate data, no clear trend is discernible. Although there
are clearly problem specific differences, for the ECG, sunspot, and network data,
there seems to be a rough inverse relationship between window size and accuracy, regardless of alphabet size. For the earthquake data, a large alphabet makes
up for poor resolution, giving peak performance for the two largest window sizes
and the most fine-grained alphabet.
2 Note that full cross-validation was not used, due to the temporal nature of the data. The validation
was constrained so that the elements of the training data occurred at an earlier time than the elements
of the testing set.
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Figure III.1: Performance comparison

III.4

Discussion

In this paper we have examined the role of discretization when evolving time
series predictor rules. We used three main techniques to improve the basic evolution presented in [Hetland and Sætrom 2002]: Model selection based on validation performance, majority vote ensembles, and naive Bayesian classifiers. Prior
to our empirical study, we expected the ensembles to outperform the simple selection, and the Bayesian classifiers to outperform both of the other methods. As
it turns out, on our data, there was no statistically significant difference between
the three methods, even though the difference between the result they produced
and that produced by unfavorable parameter settings (discretization resolution
and alphabet size) was highly significant. This leads to the conclusion that, given
its simplicity, plain model selection may well be the preferred method. Our experiments also showed that the relationship between discretization resolution, alphabet size, and prediction accuracy is highly problem dependent, which means
that no discretization parameters can be found that work equally well in all cases.
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Figure III.2: Accuracy as function of window size and alphabet

Paper IV

Unsupervised Temporal Rule
Mining with Genetic
Programming and Specialized
Hardware
Abstract: Rule mining is the practice of discovering interesting and unexpected rules
from large data sets. Depending on the exact problem formulation, this may be a very
complicated problem. Existing methods typically make strong simplifying assumptions
about the form of the rules, and limit the measure of rule quality to simple properties, such
as confidence. Because confidence in itself is not a good indicator of how interesting a rule
is to the user, the mined rules are typically sorted according to some secondary interestingness measure. In this paper we present a rule mining method that is based on genetic
programming. Because we use specialized pattern matching hardware to evaluate each
rule, our method supports a very wide range of rule formats, and can use any reasonable
fitness measure. We develop a fitness measure that is well-suited for our method, and give
empirical results of applying the method to synthetic and real-world data sets.
Keywords: Data mining, rule discovery, time series, genetic programming, pattern
matching hardware.

IV.1

Introduction

Temporal sequence data are ubiquitous in many fields, and lately there has been
an increase in the interest for methods that can extract useful information from
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large sequence databases [Keogh et al. 2002]. One specific problem is that of
rule mining: Extracting interesting and unexpected regularities, or rules, from
the data.
The rule mining problem consists of finding patterns that satisfy certain criteria
in a sequence database. These patterns (or rules) may have a form such as “if
we encounter element x, then we will encounter element y within t time units.”
Here, x is the antecedent, and y is the consequent. The quality of such rules may be
measured by how frequently they occur (support), their predictive power (confidence), and by measures of how interesting they are, described numerically by
so-called interestingness measures.
The general approach taken by several authors (for example, [Mannila et al. 1997;
Agrawal and Srikant 1995]) is to scan the sequential data and to count every occurrence of a legal rule, as well as the occurrences of every legal antecedent and
consequent. This counting makes it possible to calculate the frequencies and confidences of each rule.
However, this approach limits the format of the rules. Even moderately complex
rule formats will make the task of counting all occurrences unfeasible. Also, existing methods (such as [Das et al. 1998]) have focused on finding rules that are
frequent and have high confidence, and only subsequently have sorted the resulting rules using an interestingness measure, which is meant to measure the true
quality of the rule.
The approach taken in this paper is based on the method of [Hetland and Sætrom
2002]: with the aid of specialized pattern matching hardware we find sequential
rules using genetic programming. In [Hetland and Sætrom 2002] the task was
one of simple sequence learning and prediction. In this paper we show that by
using general interestingness measures as fitness functions, our method can be
used to mine unknown rules of relatively high quality.

IV.1.1

Related Work

Previous attempts at solving the problem of mining predictive rules from time series can loosely be partitioned into two types. In the first type, supervised methods, the rule target is known and used as an input to the mining algorithm. Typically, this can be specific events in (or possibly extrinsic to), the time series. Thus
the goal is to generate rules for predicting these events based on the data available before the event occurred. The papers [Hetland and Sætrom 2002; Weiss
and Hirsh 1998; Zemke 1998; Povinelli 2000] fall in this category. All of these use
some form of evolutionary computation; [Hetland and Sætrom 2002] uses genetic
programming, while the others use genetic algorithms.
In the second type, unsupervised methods, the only input to the rule mining al-
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gorithm is the time series itself. The goal is to automatically extract informative
rules from the series. In most cases this means that the rules should have some
level of preciseness, be representative of the data, easy to interpret, and interesting (that is, novel, surprising, useful, and so on), to a human expert [Freitas 2002].
This is the approach we take in this paper. Of the existing attempts to tackle this
problem, many rely on scanning the data and counting the occurrence of every
legal antecedent and consequent (for example, [Mannila et al. 1997; Agrawal and
Srikant 1995; Höppner and Klawonn 2001]). The rules are then ranked according
to some measure of interestingness. This approach does, however, place some
limitations on the rule format in order to make the task of counting all occurrences
feasible. Others have focused on specific mining problems, such as detecting unusual movements [Martin and Yohai 2001], or finding unusual temporal patterns
in market basket data [Chakrabarti et al. 1998].
Unlike these approaches, we try to tackle the core problem directly, that is, mining
interesting rules. This is done by defining some formal interestingness measure
and using genetic programming to search the rule space for the most interesting
rules. Thus, unlike other methods, the interestingness measure is used directly in
the mining process and not as a post-processing ranking function. This allows for
a much more flexible rule format than the existing method.

IV.1.2

Structure of This Paper

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section IV.2 describes the preprocessing scheme used to discretize the time series data used in the experiments,
Section IV.3 describes how genetic programming is used to evolve temporal rules,
Section IV.4 describes in detail how rules are evaluated, Section IV.5 describes our
experiments and empirical results, and finally Section IV.6 summarizes and concludes the paper.

IV.2

Preprocessing

The rule mining strategy presented in this paper works on discrete sequences of
symbols. To transform the time series data of our empirical application to such a
symbolic sequence, we use a simple method used, among other places, in [Keogh
et al. 2002]. It extracts all windows of width w, and for each such window a realvalued feature is calculated. This feature may be, for example, the average value
or signal to noise ratio. In our experiments we have used the slope of a line fitted
to the data points of the window with linear regression.
After such a feature sequence has been constructed, a copy is made, which is
sorted and divided into a (approximately) equal-sized intervals. Each interval is
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assigned an integer from 1 to a, and the limits of the intervals are used to classify
the values in the original feature-sequence. By following this procedure, we are
guaranteed that the symbols (that is, the integers, which easily map to characters
in some alphabet) all have approximately the same frequency.
Our experiments require us to use both training sets, validation sets (for early
stopping, or model selection), and test sets. Since the discretization process uses
information about “the future” when classifying a single point, it cannot be used
directly on the validation and testing sets. Instead, the normal procedure was
used on the training set, and the limits found there were used when classifying
the features of the validation and testing sets.
Note that by allowing the windows to overlap when classifying the positions
we avoid unneeded data reduction, but we also introduce spurious correlations
between adjacent symbols. For most time series, two windows that overlap in
w − 1 positions will be quite likely to have similar feature values, which means
they are more likely to be assigned the same symbol. How we deal with this
problem is described in Section IV.4.1.
This discretization method is by no means unique. In [Last et al. 2001] a method
is described, which uses the slope and signal to noise ratio for segments of the
series. Other usable methods of discretization include those used to simplify time
series for indexing purposes. See [Hetland 2003] for a survey.

IV.3

Evolving Rules

The evolutionary computation strategy used in this paper is genetic programming, as described in [Koza 1992]. The algorithm uses subtree swapping crossover,
tree generating mutation and reproduction as genetic operators. Individuals are
chosen for participation in new generations using tournament selection. Each individual in the population is a program tree, representing an expression in some
formal language. In our experiments, we use several such languages, each representing a format for the rules we wish to discover. Expressions in the chosen
rule languages may be evaluated by the specialized pattern matching hardware
described in Section IV.4.2, and rule fitness is calculated by searching the time
series data for rule occurrences.

IV.3.1

Rule Languages

The basic rule format that will be used throughout this paper is the simple and
well known: “If antecedent then consequent within T time units”. In its simplest
form, as used in [Das et al. 1998], both the antecedent and consequent are single
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symbols in the discretized alphabet, A, while T is a constant. This results in a rule
T

language of the form: x ⇒ y for x, y ∈ A.
Several extensions to this simple language are possible and have been investigated by others:
1. Sequential patterns [Agrawal and Srikant 1995]: If x1 and x2 and . . . and xn
occur in a window of width w, then y occurs within T time units. Here
xi , i ∈ {1, n} and y are symbols in A.
2. Regular expressions/episode rules [Mannila et al. 1997]: If the sequence x1 , . . . , xn
can be found within in a window of width w, then y occurs within T time
units. Here, xi , i ∈ 1 . . . n can either be a symbol in A, or a set of symbols
X ⊆ A for which any x ∈ X can be a legal match; y is a symbol in A. These
rules are a simple form of regular expressions; for example, the antecedent
t

in the episode rule a, {c, d} ⇒ y can be written as a.∗ (c|d), with the added
requirement that the maximum length of the string matched is w.
Note that all of these rule languages share the same basic format. What differs
is how the antecedent is defined, that is, the language used to generate the antecedent. In general, all rules of this type can be described by the three parameters: the antecedent language, L a , the consequent language, Lc , and the maximum
temporal distance, T.
Most previously investigated rule languages make a distinction between L a and
Lc : L a varies in complexity, while Lc usually is a single character from A.1 In the
following no such limitation will be made: unless otherwise noted L a = Lc .

IV.3.2

Rule Representation

The mining algorithm works by using genetic programming to search the space
of possible rules defined by L a , Lc and T. More specifically, each individual in
T

the population is a syntax tree in the language L a ⇒ Lc . This is implemented by
using three separate branches; One branch for each of L a , Lc , and T.
In the antecedent and consequent branches, the internal nodes in the parse tree
are the syntactical nodes necessary for representing expressions in the corresponding languages. If for example, the considered language is regular expressions,
the syntactical nodes needed are union, concatenation and Kleene closure. The leaf
nodes in these branches are the symbols from the antecedent and consequent alphabets (Σ a and Σc ).
1 One notable exception is [Spiliopoulou 1999], which defines a rule language where both L and L
a
c
are sequences of characters separated by wildcards, that is, episode rules without parallel episodes.
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The maximum distance branch defines the maximum distance t of the rule. This
branch is constructed by using arithmetic functions (typically + and −) as internal nodes, and random integer constants as leaf nodes. The final distance t
is found by computing the result of the arithmetic expression r T , and using the
residue of r T modulo T + 1.

IV.3.3

Confidence, Support, and Interestingness
t

T

Given a rule R = R a ⇒ Rc in the rule language L a ⇒ Lc (such that t ≤ T) and a
discretized sequence S = ( a1 , a2 , . . . , an ), the frequency F ( R a ) of the antecedent
is the number of occurrences of R a in S. This can be formalized as
F ( R a ) = |{i | H ( R a , S, i )}|,

(IV.1)

where H ( R a , S, i ) is a hit predicate, which is true if R a occurs at position i in S and
false otherwise. The relative frequency, f ( R a ), is simply F ( R a )/n, where n is the
length of S.
The support of a rule is defined as:
F ( R a , Rc , t) = |{i | H ( R a , S, i ) ∧ H ( Rc , S, j) ∧ i +1 ≤ j ≤ i +t}|

(IV.2)

This is the number of matches of R a that are followed by at least one match of Rc
within t time units.
The confidence of a rule is defined as:
c( R) =

F ( R a , Rc , t)
F( Ra )

(IV.3)

In most existing methods, candidate rules with high confidence and support are
selected. This approach usually generates a lot of rules, many of which may not
be particularly interesting. As an aid in investigating these rules, interestingness
measures have been developed (see [Hilderman and Hamilton 1999] for a survey).
These measures may, for instance, be used to sort the rules in descending order
of interest.
One measure of interestingness that has proved to be robust for identifying surprising rules is the J-measure ([Smyth and Goodman 1991]). This is defined as:

p( Rtc | R a )
J ( Rtc , R a ) = p( R a ) · p( Rtc | R a ) log2
+
p( Rtc )

(1 − p( Rtc | R a )) log2

1 − p( Rtc | R a ) 
1 − p( Rtc )

(IV.4)
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Here, p( R a ) is the probability of H ( R a , S, i ) being true at a random location i in
S. p( Rtc ) is the probability of H ( Rc , S, i ) being true for at least one index i in
a randomly chosen window of width t. Finally, p( Rtc | R a ) is the probability of
H ( Rc , S, i ) being true at for at least one index i in a randomly chosen window of
width t, given that H ( R a , S, j) is true and that j is the position immediately before the chosen window. The J-measure combines a bias toward more frequently
occurring rules (the first term, p( R a )), with the degree of surprise in going from a
prior probability p( Rtc ) to a posterior probability p( Rtc | R a ) (the second term, also
known as the cross-entropy).
An alternative to the J-measure is the Piatetsky-Shapiro rule-interest measure,
RI, described in [Piatetsky-Shapiro 1991]. This measure quantifies the degree of
correlation between the antecedent and consequent. Rules with high correlation
are then seen as more interesting. In the context of sequence rules, the rule interest
function can be defined as2
RI( Rtc , R a ) = p( Rtc | R a ) − p( R a ) · p( Rtc ),

(IV.5)

with the same definitions for the probabilities as for the J-measure. As can be seen
from (IV.5), if Rtc and R a are statistically independent then RI = 0. If H ( Rc , S, i ) is
more (less) frequently true in a window of length t when H ( R a , S, i ) is true and i
is the position immediately to the left of the window, then RI > 0 (RI < 0).

IV.4

Rule Evaluation

Consider the problem of mining interesting rules from a sequence S, given a rule
language L, defined by ( L a , Lc , T ), and an interestingness function f . In order to
use genetic programming to perform this rule mining, we must be able to compute the value of f for every possible rule in L. In the case that f is one of either
J or RI from Section IV.3.3, this amounts to estimating the probabilities p( R a ),
p( Rtc ) and p( Rtc | R a ). In the interest of simplicity, we will use the maximum likelit

hood estimates for these probabilities. That is, for a given rule R = R a ⇒ Rc , the
estimators are:
pb( R a ) = f ( R a )
pb( Rtc )
pb( Rtc | R a )

=

f ( Rtc )

= c( R)

(IV.6)
(IV.7)
(IV.8)

This amounts to counting the following:
• The number of occurrences of R a in S (from the definition of f ( R a ).)
2 Note that this is an adaptation of the definition in [Piatetsky-Shapiro 1991], where the function is
defined for simple classification rules where R a and Rc are single symbols.
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• The number of windows of length t where H ( Rc , S, i ) is false at every position (as p( Rtc ) = 1 − p(¬ Rtc ), where p(¬ Rtc ) is the probability that H ( Rc , S, i )
is false for all positions in a random window of length t in S.)
• The number of hits from R a where H ( Rc , S, i ) is true at least once within
time t.

IV.4.1

Handling Correlations Caused by the Discretization Method

The discretization process described in Section IV.2 introduces correlations between consecutive symbols in the discretized sequence. This results in that rules
with low distances t will have high confidence. Since these rules are artifacts of
the discretization process, we do not consider them interesting.
To account for these induced correlations, the number of occurrences of the rule
t
R = R a ⇒ Rc in a sequence S, discretized with a window length of w, is defined
as [Das et al. 1998]:
F ( R a , Rc , t) = |{i | H ( R a , S, i ) ∧ H ( Rc , S, j) ∧ i +w ≤ j ≤ i +w+t−1}|

(IV.9)

Thus, only occurrences of R a that are followed by a hit from Rc after w − 1 units
of time are counted.3

IV.4.2

Counting Hits

One important feature of our method is the relative lack of restrictions placed on
the allowed rule languages. To allow for such flexibility, we cannot perform any
general occurrence counting—the probabilities of each rule must be estimated individually, in the course of calculating their fitness. Each such estimation requires
a complete pass through the data.
To speed up these calculations to the level where they are usable as components
in a fitness function, we use a specialized search chip [Interagon AS 2000; Fast
Search & Transfer ASA] for hit counting. This pattern matching chip (PMC), is
able to search 100 MB/s and can handle from 1 to 64 parallel queries, depending
on query complexity.4 The queries are specified in a special-purpose query language [Interagon AS 2002]. This language supports such language features as regular expressions, latency (distance), Boolean combinations, and alpha-numerical
comparisons.
3 Note that this differs from the definition in [Das et al. 1998], where the lower range was defined
as i + w + 1. However, in the limiting case, where w = 1 (that is, a single time point), this formula
should be equal to the original frequency definition in (IV.2).
4 The prototype used in these experiments searches 33 MB/s and handles 1 to 4 parallel queries.
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As described in Section IV.4, the process of evaluating a rule consists of counting
the occurrences of three different patterns. The PMC can be used for this purpose
in the following way:
The number of occurrences of R a in S: This amounts to counting all hits of R a in S.
The number of windows of length t where H ( Rc , S, i ) is false at every position: This can
be found by looping through the hits Hc = {h1 , . . . , hn } = {i | H ( Rc , S, i )} of Rc
in S and incrementing a counter by hi − hi−1 − t if hi − hi−1 > t (h0 = 0).
The number of hits from R a where H ( Rc , S, i ) is true at least once within time t: This
proved difficult to calculate as this expression cannot be directly evaluated by the
PMC. The PMC is, however, capable of finding all occurrences where H ( Rc , S, i ) is
true and is preceded by a hit from R a at a maximum distance of t. This process can
be summarized by the pattern before operator, with the syntax R a PBEFORE(t) Rc .
As long as the length of the substring matched by R a and Rc is 1, F ( R a , Rc , t) can
be evaluated by using the PBEFORE operator in the following way: Construct
from S the reverse sequence Sr . F ( R a , Rc , t) is given by counting the number of
hits from the expression Rrc PBEFORE(t) Rra in Sr . If, however, this is not the case
(that is, either R a or Rc does not match a single symbol), this procedure cannot be
used. There are several reasons why it fails, but the most important reason is that
the distances are distorted.
Consider, for instance, the rule where R a = ab, Rc = c and t = 1, and the sequence S = (a, b, c). In order for R a to match the same sub-sequences in Sr as in
S, it must be reversed. It should be evident that in this case the reverse of R a is
Rra = ba. Searching for Rra in the reverse sequence, Sr = (c, b, a), will result in
a hit at position 3, while Rc will report a hit at position 1. So while the distance
between hits from the antecedent and consequent is 1 in S, it has increased to 2 in
Sr . Although in this case it is trivial to account for the distance distortion, this is
not so in the general case (consider, for instance, R a = (a|bc)).
These problems can be solved by using another method for evaluating F ( R a , Rc , t):
Store the hit locations from R a and Rc in two arrays sorted by the hit position (this
is trivial when using the PMC, as hits are reported sequentially in an array). Iterate through the antecedent array and increment a counter whenever a hit in this
array has a hit in the consequent array that is within the desired distance. This
can be done in O(n a + nc ) time, where n a and nc is the number of hits from the
antecedent and consequent, respectively (or, in other words, in O(n) time, where
n is the number of symbols in S, that is, the worst case when R a matches every
position in S.)
Note that both methods can be used for evaluating the modified frequency function from Section IV.4.1. The only added requirement when evaluating this function is that there must be least w − 1 symbols between hits from R a and Rc . The
PBEFORE method solves this by adding w − 1 wild-cards (that is, symbols match-
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ing any symbol) at the start of Rra or at the end of Rrc . For the hit processing
method, this amounts to only considering hits from the consequent that have at
least a distance of w − 1 symbols from a hit from the antecedent.

IV.5

Experimental Results

In our experiments we used the following five rule languages:
L1 Single symbols.
L2 Single symbols and concatenations of single symbols.
L3 Sequential patterns.
L4 Regular expressions with the limitation that skips and repetitions cannot
be recursive (for example, expressions of the type: a(b∗ c)∗ d, a(b?c)?d and
a(b?c)∗ d are not allowed.)
L5 L4 with the addition of alpha-numerical comparisons and Boolean operations (for example, rules like ≥ alpha & ≤ beta, matching all strings that
are alpha-numerically between alpha and beta.)
As can be seen from the description, only rules generated from L1 can be evaluated using the PBEFORE method. (Recall that this method can only be used when
the antecedent and consequent both match only a single symbol.)
The system was first tested on two different synthetic datasets with known rules
embedded in the sequence. Then it was tested on a data set containing ECG measurements, taken from the UCR Time Series Data Mining Archive [Keogh and
Folias 2002]. All our results were generated by running the genetic programming
system with a population size 5000 for a maximum of 20 generations. Crossover,
mutation, and reproduction were used with probabilities 0.9, 0.01, and 0.09, respectively, while the tournament size was 5.
For each data set, the genetic programming algorithm was run several times,
with different rule languages and interestingness measures. In addition to the Jmeasure and the rule interest function RI, confidence (c( R)) and confidence times
support (c( R) · F ( R a , Rc , t)) were used as interestingness measures.

IV.5.1

Synthetic Data

The synthetic data were constructed by repeatedly drawing symbols from a subset of the lowercase Latin alphabet (a − y) with uniform probability. The symbol
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Table IV.1: Typical results produced by different interesting measures on the synthetic datasets
Set

Fitness measure

1

J-measure

1

Rule interest

Supp.

Conf.

J-mea.

RI

0.019

0.51

0.072

0.51

1

10−5

1.0

4.7 · 10−5

1.0

1

10−5

1.0

4.7 · 10−5

1.0

0.019

0.51

0.072

0.50

Rule
184

1

g ←− n ⇒ z
ywvh | wvhy ⇒ n
fieg | egif ⇒ k

1

Confidence

1

Conf. · Supp.

2

J-measure

2

Rule interest

{z ∧ k ∧ m ∧ s : 4 } ⇒ x

2

Confidence

{s ∧ m ∧ z : 3 } ⇒ k

2

Conf. · Supp.

{h ∧ g : 151} ⇒ r

1

n⇒z
1

{a ∧ b ∧ c ∧ d ∧ e : 9 } ⇒ z

0.0012

0.62

0.0099

0.63

1

10−5

1.0

4.7 · 10−5

1.0

1

10−5

1.0

4.6 · 10−5

1.0

0.041

0.041

0.00

2.0 · 10−4

1

z, used for representing the consequent, was inserted into the sequence when
some predefined antecedent pattern was found.
Two different antecedent types were used:
1. The regular expression o[∧ o∧ n]∗ n.
2. The symbols a, b, c, d and e occurring in any order within a window of width
10.
The two sets consisted of 100 kB sequence data with about 2000 and 160 occurrences of antecedent type 1 and 2, respectively.
Table IV.1 summarizes some typical results produced by the J-measure and RI
function on the synthetic datasets. In addition, the table presents some typical
results from using the confidence and confidence times support as interesting
measures. The rule notation is explained in the appendix. Note that the languages
1

1

L5 ⇒ L2 and L3 ⇒ L1 were used for generating the rules from dataset 1 and 2,
respectively.
As can be seen from this table, both the confidence and rule interest measures
produce rules having high confidence but minimal support. Thus neither of these
measures are particularly useful as a fitness function for mining interesting rules
(unless spurious or “rare” rules are desired). Using confidence times support as
a fitness measure rectifies some of these problems. The system is able to partially
recover the embedded pattern from set 1. It is, however, unable to recover the pattern from set 2, as its combined support and confidence (0.0012 · 0.62 = 0.000744)
is lower than that of the random pattern detected (0.041 · 0.041 = 0.001681). Another serious shortcoming with this fitness measure may be observed in sets having an uneven symbol distribution. There the rules generated most often involve
the most frequently occurring antecedent, as this determines the frequency of the
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Table IV.2: Summary of results on synthetic dataset using the modified J-measure
Type

Language
1

Rule
27

1

1

L5 ⇒ L2

o ←− n ⇒ z

2

L3 ⇒ L1

1

{a ∧ b ∧ c ∧ d ∧ e : 9 } ⇒ z

1

rule, and thus the rule support (data not shown).

IV.5.2

Modifying the J-measure

Some of the initial results generated by mining the different datasets using the Jmeasure had a confidence far below 50% (data not shown). This inspired the
following modification to the fitness measure: Multiply the J-measure with a
confidence correcting function F (c( R)). Recall that c( R) is the rule confidence.
F (c( R)) should be a monotonically increasing function that is close to 1 for values of c( R) larger than some limit cmin and close to 0 for values below cmin . One
function that satisfies these requirements is the sigmoid function:
F (c( R)) =

1
1 + e−(c( R)−cmin )· g

(IV.10)

Here g is a parameter regulating how sharp the cutoff at cmin should be. In the
following sections, the value g = 20 was used.
Using the modified J-measure as fitness function, the system was able to fully
recover the rule embedded in set 2. With this setup, however, the system was
unable to fully recover the rule from set 1. Instead, an approximation was found,
using the IQL PBEFORE(t) operator. Table IV.2 lists two of the expressions generated, along with the rule languages used in the generation process.

IV.5.3

Real-World Data

The system was tested on the ECG dataset from the UCR Time Series Data Mining
Archive [Keogh and Folias 2002]. The series was split into 10 partially overlapping folds, and each fold was then further divided into a training set, and smaller
validation and test sets. The validation set was used for early stopping (model
selection). Each training set was then discretized using the procedure from Section IV.2 with a window size of 2 and alphabet size of 15. The corresponding
validation and test set were then discretized using the limits and symbols from
the training set. The 10 folds were then mined using 4 different rule languages.
Some of the results are presented in Table IV.3. Note that the results listed in this
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Table IV.3: Early stopping results on ECG data set evaluated on the test set
Language

Rule

10

b⇒b
n+ fhjjcg+ jc | n+ fhjng+ jc |

10

n+ fhng+ jc | ac | oc | o ⇒ o

L2 ⇒ L2

1

1

L4 ⇒ L2
10

9

L3 ⇒ L1

{o ∧ c ∧ g ∧ i ∧ e : 57} ⇒ o

10

1

L5 ⇒ L2

o⇒o

10

1

a⇒a

L5 ⇒ L2

Supp.

Conf.

J-mea.

RI

0.042

0.68

0.12

0.68

0.074

1.0

0.28

0.99

0.065

0.93

0.18

0.92

0.061

0.84

0.19

0.84

0.031

0.83

0.12

0.83

Table IV.4: Results from the ECG set with w = 10 evaluated on the test set
Rule
Supp. Conf. J-mea.
RI
88

9

e ←− (≥ lkkl) ⇒ m

0.11

0.64

0.10

0.60

0.12

0.86

0.19

0.83

52

(≥ klhjlj)((a ←− (≥ lf)) | cnf | bnf) |
52

9

((a ←− (≥ lf)) | cnf | bnf)(≥ klhjlj) ⇒ m

table are the results produced by using early stopping, that is, those among the
“best of generation” results having the highest fitness when applied to the validation set. Also note that the modified support from Section IV.4.1 with w = 2
was used.
As can be seen from this table, some rules generated by the system were both
highly complex and had an accuracy close to 1, in both the training and test set.
Further analysis revealed that these rules actually exploited a feature in the underlying pattern matching hardware: When occurring, both antecedent and consequent match the same pattern, but the hardware reports that the antecedent
occurs one or two bytes earlier than what is the actual case.
As a comparison, the other rules generated were fairly simple. This is probably due to the highly regular pattern in the sequence. Thus, to circumvent the
problem of complex but invalid rules, and to test the system on a more difficult
problem, the system was run on the ECG data with the minimum distance pa10

rameter w set to 10. Table IV.4 lists two of the rules generated from the L5 ⇒ L2
language.
Figure IV.1 shows a plot of a subsequence of the ECG set. The figure also shows
the hits for the antecedent of the second rule from Table IV.4 in the sequence.
As can be seen, the system has successfully generated a rule for identifying the
highly regular pattern in the ECG signal.
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Figure IV.1: Hit locations of antecedent in ECG sequence

IV.5.4

Random Data

The rule generation method was also tested on a random set without any embedded rules. In this set all characters from the a − z alphabet were drawn with
uniform probability. Thus no patterns should be prevalent in the data. For mining this set, the four fitness measures from Table IV.1 were again used, in addition
to the modified J-measure. The results from these tests confirm the observations
from the runs on the synthetic data (see Section IV.5.1), concerning the different
fitness measures (data not shown). In addition, the same effect as observed on
the ECG data concerning the hardware feature exploitation was again observed
in this data set (data not shown).
Several rule languages were tried. This showed that certain language combinations for the antecedent and consequent may result in spurious rules that fit the
random data (including the separate test set) well. For example, the language
10

1

L5 ⇒ L5 (with w = 10), generated the following rule: !(e(≤ i)yk | kye(≤ i)) ⇒
!((≤ i)(> i)). This rule had support and confidence of ≈ 1.0, and J-measure and
Rule Interest measure of 0.37 and 0.23, respectively, when tested on a random set
different from the training set. The intuition behind this is that by letting both
the antecedent and the consequent be sufficiently general, it is possible to achieve
100% in both confidence and support. In general, however, fixing the consequent
(that is, restricting it to be generated from either L1 or L2 ), prevents this from
occurring.

IV.6

IV.6

Summary and Conclusions
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Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we have examined a novel method for unsupervised mining of rules
in time series data. Unlike previous methods, the method places few constraints
on the rule representation and the quality measure that is being optimized.
The method works by evolving rules through genetic programming, and uses
specialized hardware to calculate the fitness (interestingness) of each candidate
rule.
For our experiments, we used synthetic data, a discretized real-world dataset
(ECG), and a random data set. We ran experiments using several different rule
languages of differing complexity, including support for regular expressions. To
our knowledge, no existing methods can accommodate similarly flexible rule formats. The method was able to recover or approximate the rules embedded in
the synthetic sequence. In addition, it was able to produce rules recognizing the
periodicity in the ECG sequence.
The method described in this paper is still new, and there is still much research to
be done in examining various rule formats and interestingness measures. The primary fitness measure used in our experiments is based on the J-measure, which
has been found to be robust and useful in ranking rules, but several other interestingness measures exist, and many of these may be useful as fitness measures
when evolving rules.
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Paper V

A Comparison of Hardware
and Software in Sequence Rule
Evolution
Abstract: Sequence rule mining is an important problem in the field of data mining.
Many algorithms have been devised that are based on counting candidate rules and excluding those with low support. Recently, the techniques of heuristic search, and evolutionary algorithms in particular, have been applied to various data mining problems,
including sequence mining. In our previous work we have used specialized hardware to
make mining certain rule formats feasible. In this paper we compare the performance of
this hardware with realistic software alternatives.

V.1

Introduction

Sequence rule mining is an important problem in the field of data mining. The
basic problem is that of discovering rules that describe the relationship between
parts of the data and that have certain desirable qualities, such as confidence
and support [Hand et al. 2001], or specialized measures of interestingness [Hilderman and Hamilton 1999]. Many algorithms have been devised that are based on
counting candidate rules and excluding those with low support. It is assumed
that rules with low support (that is, those that occur infrequently) are less interesting.
Recently, the techniques of heuristic search, and evolutionary algorithms in particular, have been applied to various data mining problems [Freitas 2002], includ-
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ing sequence mining [Hetland and Sætrom 2002; Sætrom and Hetland 2003c].
These techniques make possible very flexible rule formats and quality measures,
but they rely on efficient information retrieval techniques, because one or more
queries on the full database must be performed for each evaluation of the heuristic objective function, and this function is typically calculated a very large number
of times.
In our previous work we have shown that specialized pattern matching hardware can make it feasible to use evolutionary data mining to mine rules of a format that is a superset of those of most existing approaches, with many added
features [Hetland and Sætrom 2002]. In this paper we examine the role of this
specialized hardware in our method, and compare its performance, both in terms
of rule quality and execution speed, with realistic software alternatives. We focus
on two software solutions: (1) similarity based time series retrieval with signature
indexing [Hetland 2003] and (2) pattern based sequence retrieval with regular expressions [Manber and Wu 1994; Navarro 2001b].

V.2

Method

This section first describes the general principles of evolutionary sequence mining. Then follows a section about sequence retrieval, outlining the three main
retrieval methods used in this paper.

V.2.1

Evolutionary Sequence Mining

There are many forms of heuristic search, including tabu search [Glover and Laguna 1998], simulated annealing [Laarhoven and Aarts 1987], and simple hillclimbing. While we use evolutionary algorithms, other heuristic search methods
would quite likely give similar results.
Evolutionary sequence mining is simply an evolutionary search for interesting
patterns in data. In practical terms:
1. The individual solutions are patterns, or, in our case rules, and
2. The fitness is related to the occurrences of the individual solutions in the
data, found using some form of information retrieval.
Evolution Setup
In our approach, the individuals are rule antecedents, expressed in the query language IQL [Interagon AS 2002] or some subset. They are represented as syntax
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

R → SS
S → TT
T → UU
U → C&C
U→C
C →≥ A
C →≤ A
A → a, for some a ∈ Σ

Figure V.1: PCA rule grammar

trees, and subject to the common crossover and mutation operations used in Genetic Programming (GP) [Koza 1992].1 The internal nodes in the trees represent
the operators in the given language. The leaf nodes are symbols from the alphabet used for discretizing the data (see Section V.3 for information about the
discretization).
More specifically, in the regular expressions experiments the syntactical nodes
used were union, character sets, and concatenation.
Due to an interaction effect between union and closure when matching with the
PMC, certain matches may be reported with a small offset. While this is not critical in most cases, it can be crucial in a predictive setting such as ours. It is possible
to circumvent this problem, but for the sake of implementational convenience, we
have opted to forego the use of closure. As this is done in both forms of pattern
queries (the regular expressions and the larger IQL subset) this omission should
not give an unfair advantage to either rule format. Also, preliminary experiments
show no gain in predictive accuracy by adding closure to the available operators.
The PCA vector experiments (see Section V.2.2) used concatenation, conjunction,
and ordinal comparisons (≤ and ≥). Also, in the PCA experiments, the syntactic
structure was constrained as shown in Figure V.1. The R, S and T nodes are used
for generating a balanced tree of the height needed for matching a vector of (in
our case) length 8. In principle, a grammar can be created for matching vectors
of any given length. Also note that the grammar in Figure V.1 corresponds to a
subset of IQL, so the rules may be used with the PMC.
For all our experiments we used fifty generations. For the regular expression and
full IQL experiments (see Section V.3 for details) we used a population size of 100,
while for the PCA experiments we used a population size of 1000.

1 The PCA rule format (see Section V.2.2) is also amenable to simple fixed-length array genome
representation and Genetic Algorithm operators [Goldberg 1989].
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Fitness
Several fitness measures are possible for rule mining. In [Sætrom and Hetland
2003c], we developed a fitness measure for unsupervised mining of interesting
rules, and in [Sætrom and Hetland 2003b] we used multiobjective evolution to
combine several fitness measures. In this paper we have chosen to use the correlation measure used in [Hetland and Sætrom 2002], because it makes objective
quality comparisons based on predictive power easier.
The fitness measure is the correlation between the occurrences of a rule and the
desired occurrences of the rule, as given by the event to be predicted. In our case,
this event is the time series moving up in the next time step. Using the elements
from the confusion matrix of a rule (true and false positives and negatives, with
the obvious abbreviations) this correlation may be expressed as:
p

V.2.2

TP · TN − FP · FN
( TN + FN )( TN + FP )( TP + FN )( TP + FP )

Sequence Retrieval and Rule Formats

The field of information retrieval is broad, and the number of methods for retrieving sequences is vast. In this paper we concentrate on two approaches: (1) similarity based retrieval, using sample sequences as queries, and (2) pattern based
retrieval, where the query is a pattern in some query language, for example, a
regular expression, a Boolean expression, or some combination.
We look at three specific retrieval methods, signature indexing, pattern matching with software (including pattern indexing), and pattern matching hardware.
These methods are described in the following three sections.
Signature Indexing
Signature indexing is a method for effectively performing similarity based sequence retrieval. The basic principles of the method are described in [Hetland
2003].
Simply put, similarity based retrieval is based around the notion of distance functions (or, more precisely, a dissimilarity functions). A query takes the form of a
sample object (or possibly a sample sub-object, such as a subsequence). Given
such a query q and a distance function d(·, ·), the retrieval system must find all
objects in the data base D that fall within a certain distance dmax , that is,
R = {r ∈ D | d(q, r) ≤ dmax } ,
where R is the set of returned objects.

(V.1)
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Figure V.2: A time series and its PCA signature

It is typically difficult to create index structures that fit this form of retrieval directly for a given object type, such as a time series. However, methods exist for
indexing simple objects such as real vectors of fixed dimensionality (so-called
spatial access methods).
To use such indexing methods, we must define a map s, which creates a signature
vector for an object, and a corresponding distance measure ds , such that

∀ x, y ds ( x̃, ỹ) ≤ d( x, y) ,

(V.2)

where x̃ = s( x) and ỹ = s( y). Then, intuitively, if we use s(q) as our query and ds
as our distance function, things seem closer than they really are (unless s( x) = x
and ds = d). This requirement guarantees that using ds will not result in any false
dismissals. (It will, however, most likely result in several incorrectly returned
objects that may be filtered out at a later stage.) For it to be possible for an index
to work with ds , it must usually obey certain other restrictions. We will not go
into that here.
This form of signature indexing for similarity retrieval has received much attention in recent years (see [Hetland 2003] for a survey). This makes this form of
sequence database a natural candidate for data mining. In the following, we describe one specific form of signature, and how it may be used in evolutionary data
mining. Similar techniques will be possible with other signature forms.
Figure V.2 demonstrates a signature form introduced independently by Yi et al. [Yi
and Faloutsos 2000] and Keogh et al. [Keogh et al. 2001b], the Piecewise Constant
Approximation, or PCA (also called the Piecewise Aggregate Approximation,
PAA). The signature is calculated from a time series by dividing the sequence
into k equal-sized non-overlapping segments, and calculating the average value
in each segment. The resulting k dimensional vector is the signature. This signature type can be used with any L p norm, and Keogh has shown that it can be used
with more complex distance functions, such as Dynamic Time Warping [Keogh
2002]. It is robust, and simple to implement.
Assume that and index with PCA vectors is available, that the original time series
was of length n and that the signatures have been extracted from all (overlapping)
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a

c

Figure V.3: Intuitive interpretation of a bounding hyperrectangle as a rule with
antecedent a and consequent c

windows of length m. Also assume that we have associated a boolean value p
with each signature, which indicates whether the given window is immediately
followed by an upward movement in the time series. Given this database, our
challenge is finding a rule format that may be used as a query. We could use a
single signature (as shown in Figure V.2), a distance measure such as d = L2 (Euclidean distance), and a radius dmax , which would be equivalent to a hypersphere
in k dimensional space. However, an even simpler alternative is possible, which
is also easier to visualize: an axis parallel hyperrectangle.
An axis parallel hyperrectangle simply gives an upper and lower limit to the permitted values in each dimension. All common spatial access methods are able to
retrieve objects found within such hyperrectangles. (This is commonly known as
a multidimensional range search.) As Figure V.3 shows, axis parallel hyperrectangles are (unlike hyperspheres) easy to visualize, which is important when the
results are presented to a human expert. The figure also shows how such rules
may be used in unsupervised rule mining (as in [Sætrom and Hetland 2003c]),
by letting the first k − 1 segments function as antecedent (marked a), and the last
segment as consequent (marked c). We will not be using the rules in this manner
here.
In our experiments we use the Hybrid Tree [Chakrabarti and Mehrotra 1999] to
index the PCA signatures.

Pattern Matching and Indexing
Pattern matching is a well-known problem in the field of information retrieval [BaezaYates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999]. A pattern is some form of specification, often in
the form of a grammar or a predicate, that characterizes the requested objects.
Well-known examples are regular expressions (the kind of grammars that characterize regular languages) and Boolean or set expressions, using set operations such
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as union, intersection, and negation. Such set operations assume that some other
form of query has been executed to generate result sets that may be combined.
These subqueries may be plain substring searches (for example, for words in text)
or other pattern queries, such as regular expressions.
For simple query types such as Boolean combinations of single word occurrences,
effective and simple index forms exist (such as, for example, inverted files [BaezaYates and Ribeiro-Neto 1999]). There are index methods for more complex patterns such as regular expressions, but much less research has been done in this
area.
One theoretically attractive indexing method is that described in [Baeza-Yates
and Gonnet 1996]. The basic idea is to use the finite automaton derived from
a regular expression to traverse a suffix tree over the data. For a certain class
of regular expressions, this gives a logarithmic running time, and for regular expressions in general, it gives a sublinear running time. Whereas [Baeza-Yates and
Gonnet 1996] theoretically analyzes the properties of the method in great detail,
the method has not (to our knowledge) yet been implemented.
Another indexing scheme is that of [Cho and Rajagopalan 2002], which relies on
k-gram indexing. The software system described in [Cho and Rajagopalan 2002]
is not, however, publicly available.
In this paper we use two well-known tools for efficiently matching regular expressions:
• The index structure Glimpse [Manber and Wu 1994], which uses agrep for
its regular expression matching. Agrep has long been regarded as the state
of the art for regular expression searching, both exact and approximate.
• A more recent tool, NR-grep [Navarro 2001b], which in many cases is known
to be faster than agrep.
Note that, unlike the suffix tree method in [Baeza-Yates and Gonnet 1996], neither
of these actually index the regular expressions (the index structure of Glimpse
is designed for roughly locating words in large amounts of data consisting of
several files).

Pattern Matching Hardware
In this paper, as well as in our previous work, we use the Interagon Pattern
Matching Chip (PMC) [Interagon AS 2000] to localize rule occurrences in the data.
This gives us access to the full Interagon Query Language (IQL) [Interagon AS
2002] as rule format.
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IQL is a rich query language supporting functionality such as regular expressions, positional offsets, and generalized Boolean expressions. The PMC is able
to efficiently parallelize IQL queries, and can process data at about 100 MB/s.

V.3

Experiments

In this paper we have restricted ourselves to using a single data set, the ECG data
used in [Hetland and Sætrom 2003] (taken from the UCR time series data mining
archive [Keogh and Folias 2002]). This data set is highly regular and periodic,
and should yield good results for any viable data mining method. For the pattern
rules (regular expressions and IQL), we use the discretization process described
in [Hetland and Sætrom 2003], using the best parameters found there (alphabet
size 2 and window size 2). For the PCA experiments, the data were handled
differently for the spatial index and the PMC.
For the spatial index, a sliding window was used to generate a set of vectors of
fixed dimensionality (eight dimensions were used, for ease of representation in
the PMC; see Section V.2.2). Each vector then had its contents shifted and scaled
(by subtracting the minimum value and dividing by the value span) to have its
values fall in the range [0, 200]. (The number 200 was chosen to parallel that used
in the PMC experiments; see below.)
For the PMC, the values were transformed in a similar manner: Each number
was transformed by subtracting the minimum of the last k = 8 numbers (the
ones leading up to, and including, the number in question), and then dividing by
the value span of these k numbers. Finally, these numbers were multiplied by 200
and rounded to get integers in the range [0, 200]. This was done to accommodate
the need for byte-oriented data in the PMC.
The rule formats used in our experiments are described in Section V.2.2. We have
compared the three for predictive accuracy. In addition, for the PCA rules and the
simple pattern rules, we have compared the running time when using an index
structure to that of using the PMC.
All the experimental results (times and accuracies) are the average over ten separate runs (and, for the accuracies, using separate test sets).

V.3.1

Mining Speed

In the following, the time used by the GP system is not considered, as it is not
dependent on the retrieval mechanism used in the fitness computation. It may
be interesting, though, to know that the time used by the GP system ranged from
about 22 s to about 243 s.
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Table V.1: Speed comparison

Hybrid tree
Glimpse
NR-grep
PMC

PCA

Regex

27.16 s
–
–
0.96 s

–
509.65 s
542.44 s
0.28 s

IQL
–
–
–
2.38 s

Table V.2: Quality comparison
Rule form
PCA
Regex
IQL

Accuracy
69.0%
71.5%
72.2%

The software retrieval experiments (Glimpse, NR-grep and the Hybrid Tree) were
performed on a 1 GHz Pentium III with 256 Mb of memory, running Gentoo Linux.
As can be seen in Table V.1, there are great differences in running times. For
regular expression rules, the time taken by the PMC is less than 0.05% of that
taken by the software (Glimpse and NR-grep). For the PCA data, the differences
are less pronounced but still quite clear, with the PMC taking only 3.5% of the
time used by the Hybrid Tree.
Please note that these figures should not be taken to indicate that Glimpse is in
general faster than NR-grep, or indeed as a thorough empirical test of the speed
of the given software solutions. We have modified the software to run multiple
queries to avoid the overhead in starting the programs, but may still not have
used the software in an optimal manner. Also, since our main goal was to illustrate the great difference in running time between the PMC and the software
based solutions, we have not tested the behavior across many different kinds of
data and queries. While such an approach might have given more favorable results for the software solutions, it is doubtful whether the differences between
them and the PMC would be less marked.

V.3.2

Rule Quality

For comparing rule quality, we use predictive accuracy, that is, the probability
that a rule will give a correct prediction at a random position in the test data. The
results are shown in Table V.2.
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Again, using other data sets would most likely produce different results (see [Hetland and Sætrom 2003] for the application of IQL to other data sets), but the given
data still demonstrate that the predictive power of the different rule forms is comparable. Even though the differences are statistically significant (p  0.01 with
Fisher’s exact test), they may well be problem dependent, and may not by themselves be large enough to justify using one method over the others. Other factors,
such as rule comprehensibility or ease of implementation, may also influence the
choice of rule format.

V.4

Discussion

In this paper we have compared the use of specialized hardware and existing
solutions for information retrieval in evolutionary sequence mining. In addition
to rule formats used in our previous work, we have also introduced the PCA rule
format, which is suited for spatial indexing. We have shown that the software
solutions are substantially slower than the PMC, but the running times are still
acceptable, indicating that evolutionary sequence mining may well be performed
with existing software. By using distributed evolution (that is, parallelization)
the running times could be reduced even further. Even so, the superior running
time of the PMC indicates that it could be used to mine huge data sets directly,
whereas the software solutions most likely would have to be used on random
data samples.
The other main advantage of the PMC is the expressiveness of its rule language.
Even though this is clearly useful in that it allows the user to specify a domainspecific language, depending on the type of rules desired, it may not be crucial
for predictive power, as indicated by the results in this paper. It should be noted,
though, that the data chosen for these experiments is not particularly complex,
and that for more complex data sets, the expressiveness of full IQL might impact
the results.
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Paper VI

Multiobjective Evolution of
Temporal Rules
Abstract: In recent years, the methods of evolutionary computation have proven themselves useful in the area of data mining. For rule mining, several objective functions
have been used, relating to both accuracy and interestingness in general. However, when
searching for rules or patterns in a data set, several conflicting objectives will often be
present. As the ultimate goal of data mining is to discover unexpected, useful knowledge,
it may not be feasible to prioritize these objectives a priori. Simply constructing an aggregate fitness function in these cases could be seen as a more or less ad hoc solution. In
this paper we propose an alternative: Using well-established multiobjective evolutionary
algorithms to evolve a Pareto optimal set of rules.

VI.1

Introduction

In recent years, the methods of evolutionary computation have proven themselves useful in the area of data mining. For the problem of rule mining, several
objective functions have been used, relating to both accuracy and interestingness
in general [Freitas 2002; Sætrom and Hetland 2003a]. However, when searching for rules or patterns in a data set, several conflicting objectives will often be
present. Such objectives might include measures of accuracy and interestingness,
as well as readability or parsimony. As the ultimate goal of data mining is to
discover unexpected, useful knowledge, it may not be feasible to prioritize these
objectives a priori. Simply constructing an aggregate fitness function in these cases
could be seen as a more or less ad hoc solution. In this paper we propose an alternative: Using well-established multiobjective evolutionary algorithms. These
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produce an approximation of the Pareto front in the multiobjective search space.
An expert user may then inspect the resulting rule set to decide which rules are of
potential use. We demonstrate the idea using the SPEA2 algorithm [Zitzler et al.
2001], combined with the temporal rule mining approach described in [Sætrom
and Hetland 2003a].

VI.2

Method

In [Sætrom and Hetland 2003a] a method for doing unsupervised data mining
in time series is presented. The method is based on genetic programming and
generates rules from a prespecified rule language by optimizing a function that
measures the (perceived) interestingness of a rule. This is an aggregate function,
which combines several aspects of rule quality into a single measure.
In the following sections, a multi objective genetic programming (MOGP) algorithm based on the ideas of [Sætrom and Hetland 2003a] and [Zitzler et al. 2001]
will be outlined. In Sect. VI.2.1 we give a brief description of our time series
preprocessing. Following that, in Sect. VI.2.2 the rule format and internal rule
representation used by the algorithm is described. Section VI.2.3 gives a brief outline of multiobjective optimization and the SPEA2 algorithm. In addition, some
small modifications in the SPEA2 algorithm, used in the MOGP algorithm, are
presented. Section VI.2.4 describes the objective functions used by the MOGP
algorithm. Finally, Sect. VI.2.5 briefly outlines how the objective functions are
evaluated.

VI.2.1

Discretization

The time series data are discretized by sequentially extracting a real-valued feature from a sliding window, in this case the slope of a line fitted to the points
in the window through linear regression. Following this feature extraction, discretization limits are found for a set of symbols in an alphabet Σ (see Sect. VI.2.2)
in a manner that ensures a uniform distribution of the symbols in the resulting
data set. For more information about the discretization process, see [Sætrom and
Hetland 2003a].

VI.2.2

Rule Representation

The basic rule format that will be used throughout this paper is the simple and
well known: “If antecedent then consequent within T time units.” In general, the
rule format can be formalized by defining the respective languages L a and Lc that
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the antecedent and consequent can belong to. Several different languages have
been used in the literature, ranging from single symbols from a fixed alphabet
Σ [Das et al. 1998] to relatively complex pattern languages [Sætrom and Hetland
2003a].
The mining algorithm works by using genetic programming to search the space
of possible rules defined by L a , Lc and T. More specifically, each individual in
T

the population is a syntax tree in the language L a ⇒ Lc . This is implemented by
using three separate branches; One branch for each of L a , Lc , and T.
In the antecedent and consequent branches, the internal nodes in the parse tree
are the syntactical nodes necessary for representing expressions in the corresponding languages. If for example, the considered language is regular expressions,
the syntactical nodes needed are union, concatenation and Kleene closure. The leaf
nodes in these branches are the symbols from the antecedent and consequent alphabets (Σ a and Σc ).
The function of the maximum distance branch, T, is to set the maximum distance
of the rule. Hence, the branch is constructed by using arithmetic functions (typically + and −) as internal nodes, and random integer constants as leaf nodes.
The final distance is found by computing the result of the arithmetic expression
r T , and using the residue of r T mod T + 1.

VI.2.3

Multiobjective Evolution

Multiobjective optimization is the problem of simultaneously optimizing a set F
of two or more objective functions. The objective functions typically measure or
describe different features of a desired solution. Often these objectives are conflicting in that there is no single solution that simultaneously optimize all functions. Instead one has a set of optimal solutions. This set can be defined using
the notion of Pareto optimality and is commonly referred to as the Pareto optimal
set [Coello Coello 2001].
Assuming that the functions in F should be maximized, then a solution x is Pareto
optimal if there no other solution x0 exists such that f i (x0 ) ≥ f j (x) for all f ∈ F and
f i (x0 ) > f j (x) for at least one f ∈ F. Informally, this means that x is Pareto optimal
if and only if there does not exist a feasible solution x0 which would increase some
objective function without simultaneously decreasing at least one other objective
function.
The solutions in the Pareto optimal set are called non-dominated. Given 2 solutions, x0 and x, x0 dominates x if f i (x0 ) ≥ f j (x) for all f ∈ F and f i (x0 ) > f j (x) for
at least one f ∈ F. In other words, x0 is at least as good as x with respect to all
objectives and better than x with respect to at least one objective.
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The goal in multiobjective optimization is to find a diverse set of Pareto optimal
solutions. In evolutionary multiobjective optimization this is typically found by
producing a set of solutions from a single evolutionary algorithm run. Several different algorithms for evolutionary multiobjective optimization exist (see [Coello
Coello 2001] for an introduction and [Coello Coello 2000] for a survey).
The algorithm used here is based on the SPEA2 [Zitzler et al. 2001], which uses
a fixed size population and archive. The population forms the current base of
possible solutions, while the archive contains the current solutions. The archive
is constructed and updated by copying all non-dominated individuals in both
archive and population into a temporary archive. If the size of this temporary
archive differs from the desired archive size, individuals are either removed or
added as necessary. Individuals are added by selecting the best dominated individuals, while the removal process uses a heuristic clustering routine in objective
space. The motivation for this is that one would like to try to ensure that the
archive contents represent distinct parts of the objective space. The fitness of an
individual is based on both the strength of its dominators (if dominated) and the
distance to its k-nearest neighbor (in objective space). See [Zitzler et al. 2001] for
further details.
In this work the SPEA2 algorithm has been modified as follows. When selecting
individuals for participation in the next generation, both the archive and the main
population were used. The SPEA2 approach of only selecting from the archive
was tried, but this resulted in premature convergence, and the results in the final
generation were simple variations of the first archive contents. In addition, to
prevent further convergence of the archive contents, only individuals having differing objective values were selected in the initial archive filling procedure. If two
or more individuals shared the same objective values, one of these was randomly
selected to participate in the archive.
In our experiments, the population size was typically 100 times larger than the
archive size. Subtree swapping crossover was used 99% of the time, while tree
generating mutation was used 1% of the time.

VI.2.4

Objective Functions

Rules generated by an automatic data mining algorithm should often satisfy several requirements. For example, the rules should be accurate, interesting and
comprehensible [Freitas 2002]. In the following, formalizations of these notions
in the form of real-valued functions are presented. These formalisms are then
used as objective measures in the multiobjective evolution.
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Accuracy
t

T

Given a rule R = R a ⇒ Rc in the rule language L a ⇒ Lc (such that t ≤ T – see
Sect. VI.2.2), and a discretized sequence S = ( a1 , a2 , . . . , an ), the frequency FS ( R a )
of the antecedent is the number of occurrences of R a in S. This can be formalized
as
FS ( R a ) = |{i | H ( R a , S, i )}|,
(VI.1)
where H ( R a , S, i ) is a hit predicate, which is true if R a occurs at position i in S
and false otherwise. The relative frequency, f S ( R a ), is simply FS ( R a )/n, where n
is the length of S.
The support of a rule is defined as:
FS ( R a , Rc , t) = |{i | H ( R a , S, i ) ∧ H ( Rc , S, j) ∧ i +1 ≤ j ≤ i +t}|

(VI.2)

This is the number of matches of R a that are followed by at least one match of Rc
within t time units.
The confidence of a rule is defined as:
c S ( R) =

FS ( R a , Rc , t)
FS ( R a )

(VI.3)

The confidence measures the accuracy of the antecedent at predicting the consequent, while the support gives a measure of how well the rule represents the data.
A rule having very low support, typically reflects freak incidents or noise in the
data and thus is neither particularly accurate nor interesting.
Interestingness
The term interestingness is one commonly used in the field of data mining to denote the degree of surprise associated with the discovery of a rule. Several different interestingness measures have been developed (see [Hilderman and Hamilton 1999] for a survey). The J-measure ([Smyth and Goodman 1991]), is one particular measure which has already been proven useful in mining time series. This
is defined as

p( Rtc | R a )
J ( Rtc , R a ) = p( R a ) · p( Rtc | R a ) log2
+
p( Rtc )

(1 − p( Rtc | R a )) log2

1 − p( Rtc | R a ) 
.
1 − p( Rtc )

(VI.4)

Here, p( R a ) is the probability of H ( R a , S, i ) being true at a random location i in
S. p( Rtc ) is the probability of H ( Rc , S, i ) being true for at least one index i in
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a randomly chosen window of width t. Finally, p( Rtc | R a ) is the probability of
H ( Rc , S, i ) being true at for at least one index i in a randomly chosen window of
width t, given that H ( R a , S, j) is true and that j is the position immediately before the chosen window. The J-measure combines a bias toward more frequently
occurring rules (the first term, p( R a )), with the degree of surprise in going from a
prior probability p( Rtc ) to a posterior probability p( Rtc | R a ) (the second term, also
known as the cross-entropy).
Comprehensibility
One of the most important principles of mining comprehensible rules is using a
rule representation that in itself is intelligible. In addition, one often tries to limit
the size of the rules. This is motivated by the fact that larger rules usually are
harder to interpret. When using genetic programming (GP) as the rule induction
method this becomes even more important. This is because GP tends to create
large programs that contain semantically irrelevant parts. This tendency toward
large programs is known as bloat.
Equation (VI.5) gives a definition of rule complexity, which is used in the following
experiments.
complexity( R) = (nodeCount( R) + maxDepth( R))−1

(VI.5)

Here the functions nodeCount( R) and maxDepth( R) return the number of nodes
and the maximum depth of R, respectively.

VI.2.5

Rule Evaluation

As in [Sætrom and Hetland 2003a], a special purpose search chip [Interagon AS
2000; Fast Search & Transfer ASA] is used for finding the support and confidence
of each rule. It is also used for estimating the probabilities needed for calculating the J-measure. Spurious correlations introduced by the discretization process
are circumvented by setting a minimum distance dw between the antecedent and
consequent in all rules generated for a sequence discretized with window size w.
The comprehensibility is computed by a simple traversal of each branch in the
rule tree (see Sec. VI.2.2).

VI.3

Experiments

The MOGP algorithm was tested on four data sets from the UCR Time Series
Data Mining Archive [Keogh and Folias 2002]: ECG measurements from several
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Earthquake
ECG
Network
Sunspots
Figure VI.1: The time series analyzed

subjects, concatenated; Earthquake-related seismic data; Monthly mean sunspot
numbers from 1749 until 1990; and Network traffic as measured by packet round
trip time delays. Figure VI.1 shows plots of sub-sequences of the different time
series analyzed.
We performed four sets of experiments. First, the four time series were mined
using the four objective functions from section VI.2.4: support (VI.2), confidence
(VI.3), J-measure (VI.4), and rule complexity (VI.5). Second, the time series were
again mined, but now only the confidence, J-measure, and rule complexity were
optimized. This was motivated by the fact that the J-measure implicitly rewards
frequently occurring rules via the p( R a ) factor (see (VI.4)). Thus, in theory, there
should be no need to optimize the support explicitly. Third, the MOGP algorithm
was modified so that the final rule set would contain rules having differing consequents and the time series were again mined. Fourth, we performed a set of
experiments to determine how the window size in the discretization algorithm
influenced the results of the mining algorithm.
The following sections outline the results of the four sets of experiments. All results were generated by running the MOGP algorithm with a population size of
1000 and archive size of 10 for a maximum of 100 generations. We used the IQL
language [Interagon AS 2002] as a template for generating rules. The antecedents
were IQL expressions, while the consequents were single characters or concatenations thereof.

VI.3.1

Using Support, Confidence, J-measure, and Rule Complexity

Table VI.1 lists the results from a run on the ECG data set discretized with a window size of 2. The hits of the first, second and fifth rules in a subsequence of the
ECG series are plotted in Figure VI.2.
Table VI.1 and Figure VI.2 are representative of the solutions obtained on the
ECG set. Two observations can be made from these results. First, the archive
apparently has converged, as many of the rules are simply minor variations of
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Table VI.1: Typical archive contents at algorithm termination for the ECG dataset
Rule
5

t⇒s
9

b⇒c
6

t⇒s
9

!(≥ rnokoussrfisehznh) ⇒ g
9

!((≥ o)(≥ nokoussrfisehznh)) ⇒ g
9

≤ rnokoussrfisehznhdgv ⇒ g
9

≤ rnokoussrfisehznhv ⇒ g
9

≤ rrnouonequsehznhv ⇒ g
9

≤ rnoononequsehznhv ⇒ g
9

≤ rnouonequssrfisehznhv ⇒ g

J-mea.

Conf.

Supp.

Compl.

0.057

0.67

0.033

0.20

0.050

0.75

0.038

0.20

0.053

0.67

0.033

0.20

0.020

0.48

0.41

0.020

0.037

0.52

0.39

0.019

0.021

0.48

0.41

0.017

0.020

0.48

0.41

0.019

0.017

0.47

0.41

0.020

0.020

0.48

0.41

0.020

0.021

0.48

0.41

0.017

other rules. Second, the results illustrate an effect observed in runs on the other
data sets. The archive typically contains two groups of rules: One group with
rules having confidence  support, and another group having confidence < 0.5 and
confidence ≈ support. As the plot of the fifth rule from Table VI.1 in Figure VI.2
shows, the antecedents in the latter group typically match almost every position
in the sequence. Because of this, these rules are of little or no value to a human
user.1
To conclude this section, Figure VI.3 presents some of the rules mined from the
different time series. As these plots show, the MOGP algorithm was able to generate rules that recognize and predict the significant features of the different time
series. These include a rule for recognizing the increased oscillations occurring
during an earthquake, rules that recognize the major peaks in the sunspot and
ECG data, and a rule that is partly able to detect the periods of increased network
activity.

VI.3.2

Using Confidence, J-measure, and Rule Complexity

Table VI.2 lists a subset of the results of the reanalysis of the ECG data discretized
with window size 2. In addition, the archive contained 3 versions of the first rule
having differing maximum distance, and 3 versions of the third rule having small
1 Note, however, that the positions where the antecedent of the fifth rule in Table VI.1 does not
match correspond to the peaks of the ECG sequence. In other words, the inverse of an antecedent
may also reveal interesting aspects of a sequence.
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5

9

t⇒s
A
C
RH

b⇒c
A
C
RH

9

!((≥ o)(≥ nokoussrfisehznh))⇒g
A
C
RH

Figure VI.2: Hit locations in a subsequence of the ECG series of selected rules
from Table VI.1. The dots following the A and C labels on the y-axis indicate the
hit locations of the antecedent and consequent, respectively. The dots following
the RH label indicate the positions where the rule hits, that is where the consequent follows the antecedent within the desired distance

variations in the antecedent. The hits of the rules from Table VI.2 in a subsequence
of the ECG series are plotted in Figure VI.4.
As can be seen, removing the explicit support optimization did not adversely affect the support of the generated rules. Some of the generated rules did have very
low support and J-measure values (typically corresponding to a single occurrence
of the rule in the data set). Rules like these were, however, also generated when
the support was optimized directly (data not shown).

VI.3.3

Promoting Differing Consequents

To further stimulate the discovery of rules exploring different properties of the
time series, the domination relation in the MOGP was modified slightly: One
rule could only dominate another rule if both rules shared the same consequent.
In addition, all rules with no support were automatically dominated.
This approach did not however have the intended effect. Even though the resulting rules did have differing consequents, most of the rules produced were either
highly specialized (having confidence ≈ 1 and low support and J-measure), or
had very low confidence (data not shown). Thus it seemed that instead of the
multiple almost identical rules produced earlier, the system now produced a few
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6

9

Earthquake w = 8 : t⇒a

Sunspot w = 8 : b⇒s

A
C
RH

A
C
RH

9

9

Network w = 2 : t⇒a

ECG w = 8 : q⇒r

A
C
RH

A
C
RH

Figure VI.3: Hit locations of selected results on different sequences (see Figure VI.2 for the definitions of A, C, and RH)

Table VI.2: Selected archive contents at algorithm termination for the ECG dataset
when not optimizing the support
J-mea.

Rule
2

b⇒c
4

qq(≥ n ≥ n ≥ n)q ⇒ r
49

83

49

83

Conf.

Supp.

Compl.

0.058

0.58

0.029

0.20

0.017

0.92

0.0063

0.042

0.18

0.77

0.13

0.028

0.000059

1.0

0.000014

0.13

≥ n(t ←− (≥ q ←−≥ n ≥ c ≥ n ≥ n)) ≥ c |
9

≥ c(t ←− (≥ q ←−≥ n ≥ c ≥ n ≥ n)) ≥ n ⇒ q
1

qb | bq ⇒ c
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2

4

b⇒c

qq(≥ n ≥ n ≥ n)q ⇒ r

A
C
RH

A
C
RH

49

83

9

1

≥ n(t ←− (≥ q ←− . . . ⇒ q
A
C
RH

qb | bq ⇒ c
A
C
RH

Figure VI.4: Hit locations in a subsequence of the ECG series of the rules from
Table VI.2 (see Figure VI.2 for the definitions of A, C, and RH)

relevant rules and several unwanted and uninteresting rules. These results suggest that the MOGP algorithm can find rules involving the most interesting consequents, without using the modification described in this section. As a result,
this approach was abandoned.

VI.3.4

Investigating the Window Size Effect

We performed several analyses of the four time series discretized with different
window sizes. This revealed that by increasing the window size, the MOGP algorithm was better able to generate rules for recognizing the characteristic features
in some of the series. This is illustrated in Figure VI.5, which shows a plot of
different rules generated from the earthquake sequence discretized with window
sizes 2, 4, 8, and 16. This figure shows that by increasing the window size, the
generated rules zoom in on the part of the sequence representing an earthquake.
We observed the same effect in the sunspot set, but it was not as apparent in
the ECG series (data not shown). This is most likely because the ECG sequence
contains far less noise than the earthquake and sunspot sequences. To test this
hypothesis, several versions of the ECG series with increasing noise levels were
constructed. These sequences were constructed by adding Gaussian noise with
mean zero and a the standard deviations set to 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 5%, 10% and 20%
of the original value range.
The system was able to generate good rules recognizing the characteristic feature
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8

2

w=2:t⇒b
A
C
RH

w=4:t⇒b
A
C
RH

6

16

88

9

w = 16 : s ←− (r ←−!((≤ qj)c))∗ ⇒ s

w=8:t⇒a
A
C
RH

A
C
RH

Figure VI.5: Rules generated from the earthquake series with increasing window
sizes (see Figure VI.2 for the definitions of A, C, and RH)

of the ECG series for all window sizes for the two lowest noise levels. For 1% error
level, the system only generated good rules for sequences discretized with window sizes of 4 or more. For the other series, the minimum window size required
for generating good rules was 8, 16 and 32, respectively (in order of increasing
noise levels).
When analyzing the network series with increasing window sizes, the same effect
was not observed (data not shown). A possible explanation is that the significant
feature in the network series is short bursts of increased network activity, represented by isolated series of spikes. Increasing the window size increases the
minimum distance between the antecedent and consequent (see section VI.2.5).
In addition, large window sizes represent more long term trends in the data (see
section VI.2.1). Thus one should expect that rules produced from large window
sizes will focus on more long term trends than rules produced from small window sizes. As shown above, when the window size is increased, the long term
trends in the sunspot, earthquake, and noisy ECG data are more easily detected,
while the short bursts in the network series are not. Thus the results support this
proposition.

VI.4

Summary and Conclusion

An algorithm for unsupervised data mining in time series has been presented.
The algorithm works by optimizing several, often conflicting, measures of rule
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quality. As a result, it is able to generate a set of rules exploring different aspects
of the time series analyzed. This has been demonstrated by analyzing several
different sequences, and extracting rules detecting the significant features in each
sequence. The robustness to noise has also been demonstrated.
The algorithm presented here is an extension of a method presented in [Sætrom
and Hetland 2003a], where a single ad hoc rule goodness measure was used. This
work follows the more natural approach when dealing with multiple, conflicting
objectives, using multiobjective optimization to generate several possible solutions instead of a single result. This leaves the task of evaluating the trade-offs
between the different objectives to the human user. In addition, optimizing a
single measure may reduce the diversity of the resulting rules, and thereby omit
certain potentially interesting results.
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Appendices

Appendix A

Distance Measures
Faloutsos et al. [1997] describe a general framework for sequence distance measures (a similar framework can be found in Jagadish et al. [1995]). They show that
many common distance measures can be expressed in the following form:

d( x, y) = min


 min {c( T1 ) + c( T2 ) + d( T1 ( x), T2 ( y))}
T1 ,T2 ∈ T



(A.1)

d0 ( x, y)

T is a set of allowable transformations, c( Ti ) is the cost of performing the transformation Ti , Ti ( x) is the sequence resulting from performing the transformation
Ti on x, and d0 is a so-called base distance, typically calculated in linear time. For
instance, L p norms (such as Manhattan distance and Euclidean distance) result
when T = ∅ and

d0 ( x, y) = L p =

q
p

∑il=1 | xi − yi | p

(A.2)

where | x| = | y| = l.
Editing distance (or Levenshtein distance) is the weight of the minimum sequence
of editing operations needed to transform one sequence into another [Sankoff and
Kruskal 1999]. It is usually defined on strings (or equi-spaced time sequences),
but Mannila and Ronkainen [1997] show how to generalize this measure to general (non equi-spaced) time sequences. In the framework given above, editing
distance may be defined as:
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ded



c(del( x1 )) + ded ( x2:m , y)
= min c(del( y1 )) + ded ( x, y2:n )


c(sub( x1 , y1 )) + ded ( x2:m , y2:n )

(A.3)

where m = | x|, n = | y|, del( x1 ) and del( y1 ) represent deleting the first elements
of x and y, respectively, and sub( x1 , y1 )) stands for substituting the first element
of x with the first element of y.
A distance function with time warping allows non-uniform scaling along the time
axis, or, in sequence terms, stuttering. Stuttering occurs when an element from one
of the sequences is repeated several times. A typical formulation is:


dtw ( x, y2:n )
dtw ( x, y) = d0 ( x1 , y1 ) + min dtw ( x2:m , y)


dtw ( x2:m , y2:n )

(x-stutter)
(y-stutter)
(no stutter)

(A.4)

Both ded and dtw can be computed in quadratic time (O(mn)) using dynamic programming [Cormen et al. 2001; Sankoff and Kruskal 1999]: An m × n table D is
filled iteratively so that D [i, j] = d( x1:i , y1: j ). The final distance d( x, y) is found
in D [m, n].

Appendix B

Rule Language Syntax
This appendix describes the notation used in the rules presented in section IV.5.
R ∗:

The Kleene closure operator. Signifies that the R is repeated 0 or more
times.

R?:

The optional operator: The R is optional and can be skipped.

{ x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xn : w}: Sequential patterns. Signifies that characters x1 to xn will be
found in a window consisting of w characters.
Ri | R j : This is the alternative operator, meaning that either sub-expression Ri or
R j should match.
The expression gives a match whenever R does not (i.e. the negation of
R).

!R:
t

Ri ←− R j : Shorthand for the PBEFORE(t) operator. Reports a match whenever
R j reports a match and Ri reported a match at most t letters before.

≥ R:

Reports a match whenever the current substring is alpha-numerically
(lexically) greater or equal to R (R must be a string.)

≤ R:

Reports a match whenever the current substring is alpha-numerically
(lexically) less than or equal to R (R must be a string.)

Ri &R j : The conjunction operator: Both Ri and R j must match at the same location.
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